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ALBUQUERQUE,

NATIONAL CONTROL

Amendment to the

An

Statehood Bill.

that you place It in your city museum,
it you have one, if not that it be placed
In charge of some university or educational institution, that you may select, as a mineral and geological exhibit, same to be marked "From Albuquerque, N. M., 1902."
Thanking you for the courtesy

tended our commissioners at your
position, I am yours very truly,

House

SOT

Both surprises were owing to the
fact that the ladies will soon go to El
Paso to make their home.
IMMEDIATE REPORTS.

is Expected on Monday.

ex-

Will

UNSUCCESSFUL.

O
O Special to The Citizen.
Washington, D. C, May 29. O
O
0 Mr. Culberson has offered an 0
O amendment to the statehood bill 0
0 in the senate reserving national 0
0 control over waters flowing out of 0
0
0 New Mexico.

0

000000000
REPORTED

0

0

000000000

CONFERENCE.

Senator Hanna Conferring with a Representative of Morgan.
Cleveland, Ohio, May 29. A report
is in circulation here today of a long
conference held during the morning
between Senator Hanna, chairman of
the Civic Federation, and George W.
Perkins representing J. P. Morgan &
Co., relative to a settlement of the anthracite coal strike. Mr. Hanna refused to deny or confirm the report.

Sell

Property of Cochiti Gold
Mining Company.

Judge Baker this morning announ
ced his decision on the motions by interveners In the Cochiti Gold Mining
and Milling company case, to discharge
tne receiver heretofore appointed, and
denied the motion. He ordered both
the referee and the receiver to make
immediate
reports, and announced
that the property would be sold and
at, the earliest day practicable and the
money paid into court.
The court this morning tried the
case of R. W. D. Bryan vs. G. L.
suit for services alleged to have
been rendered under a contract of sale
of real estate. The defendant did not
deny the performance of the services.
but pleaded the fact that the contract
was not in writing and by virtue of the
statute if frauds requiring such contracts to be in writing he was not .table to pay the same, which contention
the court sustained.
In the case of Shout vs. Korber &
company, the plaintiff was ruled to
file bond for security for costs.

The following telegram was received
this afternoon by Ft. W. D. Bryan from
Charleston exposition, signed J. W.
Benham: "The second oldest museum Big Fire Raging in State of
in the United States, located here,
want New Mexico exhibit badly."
Pennsylvania.
Mayor Myers," in answer thereto,
telegraphed Mr. Benham to deliver
the exhibit to the museum In question
If agreeable to the mayor of Charles Senators Orate at Length on the

Passed the Bill to Increase
ton.
' Subsidiary Coinage.

FIGHT WAS

Philippine Bill.
Funeral of Mrs. Larnard.
The funeral of the late Mrs. E. P.
STRIKERS ARE ACTIVE.
Larnard will be held in this city. Mrs.
Larnard was a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Fox of this city. The party
will leave Denver tonight, with the
London, May 29. The British cabbody and announcement as to the fun inet was specially summoned In seseral arrangements will be made after sion for a little over an hour. It was
generally accepted that the session,
their arrival.
thovgh brief, put the final touches to
Schools Are Closed.
an agreement to terminate the war.
The public schools closed the year'B
Government Leader Balfour anwork this afternoon, although the pu nounced in the house of commons be
pils will go for their cards tomorrow. hoped to be able on Monday to anmoot Inn- t'.ila
Thn Pnrlpa will Vinh!
Exercises were held In many rooms nounce the result of peace negotiaevening over the White Elephant rethis afternoon.
tions in South Africa.
According to the latest uncensored sort.
correspondence from Cape Town the
SILVER CITY.
Boers are still In eruption in many loSLEPT IN SAND HILLS.
calities. Cape Colony having a score
of bounds of raiders, mounted and arm
ed, and of sufficient mobility to defy
Santa Rita Wins at Base
successful pursuit. The correspondent Kate Wiehtman Was Despondent
reports tne invasion Is more active and
Queen of the Elks Carnival.
and Took Carbolic Acid.
aggressive than ever and rebellions
are more rampant.
THE SMELTER PROJECT.
IS A NERVOUS WRECK.
TWENTY BUILDINGS BURNED.

7"

Many Bridges Washed
Out.

Ball-Vot- ing

Business Section of a Pennsylvania
Special Correspondence.
Town Wiped Out
Silver City, N. M.. May 28. The
Willlamsport, Pa., May 29. Word
There Was Some Wrangling Over It Knights of Pythias lodge of this city was
just received here a big fire is
entertained their members and a numWithout Effect.
k
raging
at Jersey Shore, about ten miles
of
ber
a
their
with
friends
musical
29Washington",
Some minor
lay
of
west
this city. Twenty buildings in
banquet
lodge
and
rooms
at
their
last
business was transacted before the evening.
section are already de
the
business
'house resumed consideration of the
stroyed.
Willlamsport
has been asked
game
The
sea,
first
base
ball
of
the
bill to increase subsidiary coinage.
son took place at Santa Rita last Sun-- for assistance.
A bill was passed for the improvement of the care of the confederate day between the club of that booming
GALLERIES WERE FILLED.
graves in Mount Oakwood cemetery; camp and the Silver City team. The
Chicago. Consideration of tne bin to score resulted in a victory for the San
3ncrenne subsidiary silver coinage was ta Rita team' of 8 to T. The game was Many Speeches Were Made on ht
one of the closest and Interesting that
Philippine Bill.
then resumed.
Washington. May 29. In the senate
After the defeat of several amend- has been played in this section for
ments, the previous question was de- several seasons. The Santa Rita team today the conference report on the
manded upon the bill and a roll call will play a return game in Silver City river and harbor bill as presented,
next Sunday a week and the Silver without comment, was agreed to.
was had.
The previous question was ordered City boys expect to get away with
Consideration was resumed of the
and Mr. Shafroth, of Colorado, moved them this time on their home grounds. Philippine government Mil. Mr. Lodge
A Silver City merchant who deals in offered several amendments, which
to recommit the bill with instructions
yesterday received a Job lot were agreed to. One is to extend to
to strike out that portion relating to buggies
recolning silver dollars Into subsidiary or handsome rubber tired buggies for the inhabitants the "bill of right ' In
coin. The motion was lost and the bill several of his customers here. Among the constitution of the United States,
them was some of the handsomest rigs except the right to bear arms and the
was then passed without division.
The house agreed to the conference that has ever been shipped into Silver right of trial by Jury.
report on the Meyer omnibus public City.
Mr. Morgan, of Alabama, then ad
The voting contest which has been dressed the senate upon the bill and
buildings bill, and It will now go to the
by
started
the Elks for the queen of cordially approved the measure, which
president.
the carnival on the Fourth and Fifth he said, is a decided improvement on
of July is creating considerable inter- the law now In force in the islands
DELAYED TRAINS.
est In this city. There are about fif- The insurrection in the islands. Mr.
ladies in the field Moff an said, is broken and the duty
Severe Washouts on the Divisions teen popular young
and their friends are working hard for left this government Is to provide a
North of Raton.
one.
Just and equitable government for the
Owing to heavy rains, followed by each
The new Santa Fe time card which people.
washouts, on the divisions east of goes
effect on the division of that
On the conclusion of Mr. Morgan's
Raton, the Nos. 1 and 3, south bound road into
next Sunday will change the time speech the senate, on motion, agreed
passenger trains, to arrive tonight, of arrival
passenger in the that when it adjourn today it be until
have been annulled, and the No. 7, of morning fromof 11the
: 20 to 10 : 20.
The out- Saturday. After some routine business
JaBt night, also annulled. The No. 1, going
leaving
of
train
instead
at 7:10 Mr. Clay, of Georgia, addressed the
one
of
the
night,
just missed
of last
leave at 6 o'clock.
senate in opposition to the Philippine
klg washouts, and reached the city, but will
smelter project for Silver City bill. He said the democratic party
brought along no eastern or Colorado is The
being gotten into a definite shape never declared in favor of leaving the
mails.
by the citizens and a meeting of the islands before jthe establishment of a
A stub train, to be known as No. 7
business men was held this afternoon stable government. The Filipinos had
and running on that train's time, will to
consider the proposition of Denver a right to know what the purposes of
come in from the north tonight at capitalists
to build the plant and put it the United States were. A declaration
11:30, bringing the mail and passenin operation. Their proposition was of purpose on the part of the United
gers.
favorably looked upon and steps States would have prevented the strug
The No. 2 passenger train from the verybeing
taken by those who have the gle that has been going on for three
vest was delayed several hours this are
in hand to bring the Denver years.
morning, caused by a derailment on enterprise
At .the close of Mr. Clay a speech
parties to this section and demonstrate
division.
the Gallup-WinsloSpooner, of Wisconsin, took the
Word at the depot gives the informa- that the ore for the running of the Mr.
In anticipation of his speech the
floor.
Investment
is
works
here
and
the
that
Kansas,
raining
in
is
while
it
tion that
prove a profitable one for them. galleries had long been crowded and
would
Colorado
are
in
heaviest
rains
the
Editor Fred Bush, of the Silver City there was a good attendance on the
around Trinidad and in the Raton Enterprise,
was called to his home In floor of the senate. Mr. Spooner said
bridges
Several
small
mountains.
Saturday by a telegram it was remarkable that weeks have
on
Indiana
gone
torrents
down
stream
in
the
have
which
stated
that his mother was very been spent upon a bill designed to give
passenger
came
No.
7.
which
train
and
greater civil government to the lsi
ill.
escape
night,
narrow
a
from
had
in last
Collector Witzel, of Grant county, ands. The speeches of the minority
being washed off the tracks and into
states that he will undoubtedly collect were characterized by passion.
the raging waters.
He paid a tribute to President RooseOwing to the tains at Trinidad, no 90 per cent of the taxes in Grant coun
ty this year.
velt in Cuba, "lie won the right to be
races again today.
known as a friend of liberty." exclaimSHEARING AT PATTERSON. J ed Mr. Spooner.
GIVEN TO CHARLESTON.
He said he Is still opposed to permaA Big Lot of Wether
Sheared Near nent domination in the Philippine IslNew Mexico Exhibit Was Officially
Town the Past Few Days.
ands and said he voted against the anPresented by Mayor Myers.
T. B. Clements, who superintended nexation of Hawaii.
Mayor Charles F. Myers has written the shearing of 3,000 wethers beTeamsters are Active.
Charleston, longing to L.
of
to the mayor
Finch at the Patterson
Chicago. May 29. The distribution
' S. C, formally presenting to the city ranch a few J.miles south
of the city,
to the local houses was attendthe New Mexico exhiuit at the Charles- is here, and has stored about 15,000 of meat great
difficulty today, owing t
ton exposition which was collected by pounds of wool, the output of the ed with
Albuquerque. Some days ago R. V. D. shearing, at the A. J. Crawford ware-bous- the attitude of striking teamsters. No
presBryan, the Charleston exposition comHe expects to dispose of the work was attempted without the teammissioner, wrote to Judge Henry Wal- clipB this afternoon or tomorrow, ence of police. One
do, chairman of the New Mexico Lou- After disposing of tne wool, Mr. Clem- ster was severely beaten.
isiana Purchase Exposition commis- ents will drive the sheep overland to
COMPLETELY SURPRISED.
sion, offering to donate the exhibit if Mr. Finch's pasture in Colorado near
the commission would pay the freight. Silverton. The wethers are in good
Judge Waldo replied that the commis- condition and will stand a long drive of Mrs. Alba Isherwood and Her Daugh-teWere Remembered.
sion had no authority to spend money several hundred miles without much
There was a pleasant surprise last
and as the exposition has been post- fatigue. The wethers will be put on
poned, he did not believe exhibits pasture and fattened for the eastern night at the home of Mrs. Alba Isherwood on South Broadway. About sixty
should be collected so far ahead. It market.
was then presented to Charleston in
Louis Trauer, a well known sheep members of th Grand Army of the
the following letter:
raiser and wool buyer of this city, has Republic and Woman's Relief Corps
tin
To the Hon. Mayor, Charleston, S. C. Just finished shearing 3,035 wethers at advanced on the house beating compans. The surprise was
Dear Sir Referring to the New Mex- the Patterson pens. He is now receiv- cups andDuring
plete.
the evening Post Comico mineral exhibit, now on display at ing the wool clip in the city.
mander Edwards charged Mrs. Isherthe exhibition being held in your city,
wood with disturbing meetings and
Workmen, Attention!
same being in charge of Mr. J. W.
All Workmen who wish to take part several other crimes, fined her heavily
Benham, commissioner for New Mexico, would state that 1 am authorized in the celebration of Memorial day and then gave her a purse of money.
by the committe who had charge of the and help make it a grand success will Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mausard precollection of this exhibit and by the s meet at the lodge room at 8:30 tomor- sented her with a silver card tray.Isher-wood'- s
On last Tuesday night Mrs.
of Albuquerque who contributed row morning. Come.
daughter, Miss Esther Butler,
FRANK SHORT.
to acquire it, to offer it to you as a gift
was surprised by a party of High
Recorder.
to the city of Charleston, conditioned

COINAGE BILL PASSED.

.,...

1

non-unio-

n

d

Miss Kate Wlghtman was this
morning taken to the city building In
a state of complete nervous callapse
which resulted in her attempting to
commit suicide last night. She has
been employed here In various posi
tions and has had a hard struggle.
when out of ber last place, she was
without a place to sleep and for four
nights she slept In the sand hills east
cf town, The Benevolent association
beard of her and found a place for her
at Mrs. Rutherford's on the Highlands,
Her experiences have been too much
for her nerves and at 11 o'clock last
night she attempted to kill herself by
drinking carbolic acid. City Physician
Elder was called and revived her but
e was in such a nervous state that
it was necessary to watch her all night
A room was fitted up for her at the
city building and the ladles of the Be
nevolent association provided a nurse
for her. The ladies have not yet de
cided whether to continue to care for
her at the city building or to try to
raise enough money by donations to
send her to St. Joseph s sanitarium
It la thought that with good nursing
and proper food her mind may be re'
stored.
Manager Martin, of the Santa Fe ball
team, was met at the depot last night
by some of the local team and said
that he had loaded up his team with
players of note with the intention of
winning the game Friday afternoon.

After Bonds.
Chllders, attorney for J. D,
Eakin and Louis Fonville; Dr. T. D.
Bunlick and Deputy U. S. Marshal
Fornoff returned to the city last night
W. B.

fiom

Las

Vegas.

Mr.

Chllders,

to-

gether with Charles Melini, partner of
Mr. Eakin, is interested today in se
curing bail for Eakin and Fonville, and
will no doubt secure the required
amount this afternoon. As soon as
the bonds are fixed up, they will be
sent to Las Vegas and the two men
will be liberated from the San Miguel
county Jail.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
Dont" even wonder what to get for a
graduate's present. Go to Newcom

er's.

number of the teachers of the city
to Bear canyon tomorrow In a
picnic party.
A lady's parasol can be found at The
Alvarado drug store. It was left there
ttie other day by a lady.
Bi n Williams, the special agent of
the Santa Fe, was a passenger from
the south this morning.
A

will go

F. W. Meyers of Gallup, Is here. He
formerly resided In this city and Is
therefore well known here.
After a pleasant sojourn with Wisconsin relatives and friends, Mrs. L.
B. Putney has returned to the city.
The three months old child of Sarlo
Gonzales of Old Albuquerqub was bur- l this morning.
The child died yes-

terday.

F'rof. Di Mauro and orchestra, who
will render the music at the School of
Mines commencement dance, left last

ninht for Socorro.
Last night, at her pleasant home on
t Copper avenue. Mrs. G. L. Brooks
entertained quite a party of neighborhood

friends at

whit-l- .

were served.

Refreshments

fourteen
the
Juanita
Chavez.
month old daughter of Jose Chavez
who lives on the Barelas road, died
this morning. The interment will be
in

liarelas cemetery.

George Logan was arrested last
nieht by Special Officer Barton for
pi'ildling without a license at the depot. This morning he was given fifteen days by Judge Crawford.

tained.

United Presbyterians Show an

Increase.
Some Friction Has Developed in the
Coal

ri.1S

ly be on the ground and will thoroughly examine it and report to our partners at Philadelphia for the benefit or
prospective investors. We are now
working on our Good Hope claim
which promises to be a great producer
as soon as the proper machinery is ob-

T RA(HSST ALLED

Alth-eime-

--

.

NUMBER 158

school friends, who spent a merry

Announcement

ex-

v

NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 29, 1902

PEACE IN

C. F. MYERS. Mayor.

Reported Conference on the
Strike.

yi

tji-mmci-

Strike.

JOINT SESSION

HELD.

Liberal, Kan , May 29. The Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific railway bridge

over Beaver river, thirty-fivsouthwest
or Liberal, was washed out last night
and all travel over the road is suspended. Heavy rains here and west of here
fell last night swelling the streams.
Another In Oklahoma.
Oklahoma City. O. T., May 29.
There have been unprecedented rains
in the past few days la the western
half of Oklahoma, causing great floods.
The Rock Island track between
and El Reno Is washed out and
trains are stalled. At El Reno the rail
way bridge was washed out.
e

'

"Yes, things are looking fine at
but I am requested to say
nothing about It but this I will say,
anyone riding by on the train can see
the large sign indicating the location
of the Algodones town site.
"Messrs Kemp and Blondln are
working every day on thr('r claims in
the Sandla and seem to be very much
elated. Mr. Givens Is also doing good
development work on his claims.
"Jose Gurute is working his claim
and thinks he will have some very
good ore to send to our Home smelter
as soon as they are ready to receive
it. We expect to see lively times there
in the near future.
"Mr. Ekert and Welser are also doing permanent development work on
the'.r claim on the Sandla mountains.
Card of Thanks.
We. the undersigned, a committee
from the old town of Albuquerque are

under obligations to the merchants
and citizens of the new town for their
liberal and generous contributions
toward a subscription for the San Felipe celebration which will occur In old
town on June 8.
THOMAS WERNER,
JESUS ROMERO,
C. D. MURPHY.

o

AN INCREASE SHOWED.
United Presbyterian Church Shows an
Increase in Membership.
Pittsburg, May 29. When Rev. R. J.
Ross called the forty-fourtassembly
of the United Presbyterian church to
h

MEMORIAL DAY.
The Public Exercises Will be in

trt

Morning at the Park.
THE CORRECTED PROGRAM.

order today, 253 commissioners were
in their seats. Rev. James C. Wilson,
The program
the observance of
of Erie, was elected moderator. The Memorial Day onfor
Friday has been correports showed an increase In contri- rected and is published
complete In
butions and membership.
this article. The parade will form at
o'clock at the corner of Gold avenue
TROUBLE IS BREWING.
and Second street, with the right resting on
avenue. It will move east
Some Friction Between the Coal Com- - 6a GoldGold
avenue to First street, north to
'
pan its and Striker.
v
avenue; and east to the park.
Pottsvllle, Pa., May 29. The coal Railroad
John Borradalle will be marshal of
companies of this section are gather- CoL
day and the procession will form
ing special policemen to' protect thejr the
.
lollowsr
property in the event uf a conaic t, Mon- as
Detachmeui
of
Command .
Under
Po.lce
day tney will have a large body of men
Chief
of
,.
McMillln.
T.
J.
'
t ' '
in the field. It Is known a etrlke'Ot
pump men, engineers and firemen is In- Mayor, Members Band.
,qf the Council and"
evitable.
The special policemen will
Carriages.
Speaker
In
men Cpmpany G, New Mexico National
be used to protect
brought here to run the pumps. The
Guard, under Command of
strike leaders are protesting against
Captain Elder.
his action and say there will be no vio- Booth Camp, Spanish. War Veterans,
lence by strikers unless they are
Grand Army of the Republic,
forced to protect themselves.
and all 014 Soldiers. .. ..
Woman's Relief Corps.
t
A Joint Session.
Civic Societies.
Denver, May 29. The delegates of
Fire Department.
the Western Federation of Miners and
Citizens in Carriages.
the Western Labor Union held a joint
The program at the park will comsession today. Questions of Interest
10 o'clock and before the
to labor and labor organizations were mence at
program begins the living flag
The formation of a labor formal
discussed.
party was strongly urged. President will be formed by the school children.
program as now arranged is:
Byce evinced great satisfaction over The
Call
to order by bugle.
receiving
his
way
are
delegates
the
the
Invocation by the Chaplain.
suggestion for a separate political parMusic by the Band.
ty among the laboring people.
Reading of orders from the comma'
nder-in-chief
and department comCOL WM. M. BERGER.
E. S. Stover.
mander by
Reading of Lincoln's Gettysburg adHe, of Capital Fame, Is In the City and
dress by Adjutant W. W. McDonald.
Will Remain Several Days.
Music "Star Spangled Banner."
Col. William M. Berger, of the capRitual exercises of the Grand Army
ital, made a pleasant call on The Cit
He has lust re by the officers of G. K. Warren post.
izen this morning.
turned from Washington, where he has 'Music "Columbia."
Introduction of the orator of the day t
been for the past four months, under
treatment at Garfield hospital, having by Mayor C. F. Myers.
Address by Hon. B. S. Baker.
had a delicate operation performed
Music "Tenting on the Old Camp
by Dr. J. Ford Thompson, an eminent
surgeon of that city, which was highly Ground."
Decoration of the monument by the
successful. The Colonel speaks In the
highest terms of the persistant In Woman's Relief Corps.
Solo "Rest. Peacefully Rest."
dustry and energy of Delegate Rodey
Saluting the dead by Company G,
In bis labors for the interests of Me
Mexico. He says Mr. Rodey has made New Mexico National Guard.
Taps.
many friends with the members of the
Music "America."
house and senate and also with the
Benediction.
heads of the several departments in
Lunch will be served at noon to the
Washington, thus enabling him to be
the Woman's Relief
of great benefit to the people of New old soldiers by
the old soldiers
Mexico in looking after the many in- Corps and at 2 o'clock Corps
will drive
Woman's Relief
terests referred to him of both a po- and
to the cemeteries and decorate the
litical and business nature by our cit- graves.
izens.
All persons having flowers to donate
Upon the question of statehood he
at Mrs.
says that the prospect of Its coming are requested to report
music store at 8 o'clock on the
up for action before the senate at this
morning of May 30, and Bring their
session of congress is not very favor- flowers
and baskets so far as possible.
able, though Mr. Rodey and the delThe children of all schools, public
egates from the other territories are
in Old Albuquerque, as
doing all in their power to have the bill and parochial,are
Invited to be present
here,
reported by the senate committee in well as park.
It will be impossible to
the
time to get a vote taken thereon be- at
provide seats for all, but bo far as posfore adjournment.
The colonel will spend Decoration sible it will be done.
day In the city taking part in the exWill de mere.
ercises of the day with G. K. Warren
from O. W. Strong
post, G. A. R., leaving Friday evening & Representatives
superintendents of
are
Sons,
who
for Las Vegas.
Falrvlew and Santa Barbara cemeteries, will be at both cemeteries all
GOOD PROSPECTS.
day tomorrow to render any assistance
desired in locating graves.
Camp
Frisco
of
H.
J.
Richards Talks
,
Prospects.
All members of the Woman's Relief
J. H. Richards of Placlta was here corps living on the Highlands will
today and during a pleasant call at meet at the residence of Mrs. Alba
The Citizen office, in speaking of Camp Isherwood on Friday morning at 8
Frisco, he said:
o'clock, where a conveyance will be in
"We are plugging away every day waiting to take them to the park. Al!
on our places and getting some very the members of the corps residing in
nice gold. Last week we got several other portions of the city will meet at
nice pieces, one weighing 19 grains, Whitson's music store.
one 12 grains and two 8 grains. The
All the Memorial Day exercises will
gold Is generally coarse and .we think
in the near future we shall have a be over by 2 o'clock tomorrow afterlarge plant installed. Our eastern part- noon, which will give everyhodya
ners are considering the matter now chance to get out to the fair grounds
and we are informed that tbey will and see the ball game between the
push things to that end.
Santa Fe and Albuquerque teams. It
"Mr. Hughes, the assayer of El Paso, will be a battle royal well worth
Is Interested with us and he will short- '

;.

non-unio-

.

n
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The Alvarado Pharmacy

j

CLOUDCROFT

The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The season at Clouderoft will open
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
lunch counter having been placed unPURE DRUGS,
der the able management of the popuSundries.
Full
Line of Druggists'
PERFUMES,
lar hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
:
Waterman.
TOlLfcl AR-- ICLES.
The fame of Clouderoft as the premier summer resort of the southwest
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.
has been heralded far and wide, and
patrons may rest assured its reputaPrescription Druggists
B.
tion will not be allowed to suffer this
CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST STREET.
year. Extensive improvements have
been made in the way of accommodations and out door as well as indoor
and entertainment.
has f361.000.00i. and Great Britain amusements
For a booklet regarding Clouderoft.
$172,000,000 on hand.
or further Information regarding this
summer resort, call on nearest coupon
says:
The San Francisco Chronicle
HUGHES ft KcCREIOHT, Publishers
ticket agent, or address.
"So long as Rhode island, Nevada,
A. N. BROWN.
and Connecticut remain in
I. Route,
G. P. A., E.
Editor Vermont
Thos. Hughes
the sisterhood of states why should
El Paso, Texas.
W. T. McCrelgbt, Mgr. and City Ed. Arizona. New Mexico and Oklahoma,
with their vast, varied and rich re- JEMEZ HOT SPRING3 STAGE LINE.
sources and enterprising and growing
Stage leaves Trimble's stable on SecPublish Daily and Weekly.
populations, be denied admission? Let ond street, every Tuesday, Thursday
them in."
and Saturday at 6 a. m.; quick time. A
relay of stock is kept at Zla. Arrives
According to Construction News, at tne Springs in time for supper.
Associated Press afternoon dispatches many bulldiDg projects for which plans Don't be deceived by people who tell
Largest City and County Circulation are prepared have been shelved, tem you they will take you just as quick
The Largest New Mexico Circulation porarily, at least, owing to high prices as the stage, for they won't. Nobody
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation of materials.
The figures for last else has any change of stock' on the
No. 16
Silk Ribbons, in Black,
has been a de- route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's. yl
show
month
that
Copies of this paper may be found cided cessation ofthere
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor,
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on file at Washington In the office of characterized the various building de
Just Received
our "pedal correspondent, E. O. Sig- partments of the leading cities during
ners, 918 F street, N. W., Washington, the first three months of this year.
a fine lot of upholstered couches with
for
d. c.
all steel construction. Don't fail to
see them. They are beauties. Futrelle
NEEDS REFORMING.
New Mexico demands Statehood
grand Jury in Socor Furniture Co., west end of viaduct.
recent
of
One
the
t
Congress.
a fine line of ingrain carpets and
from the
ro county writes The Citizen that a Also squares,
ranging In prices from
art
Maco Hose, full reg-ul- ar
of affairs exists in that
state
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wool and all
$3.50 and up; cotton,
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Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,
paid monthly. T) se rates are less than found, where the friends of the gang $46.50.
those of any other daily paper In the were Interested."
Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
territory.
.The writer further says: "It was and June 24 to September 12, Inclusive.
-There will be one more territorial because of an attempt to purify the Final return limit October 31, 1902.
Jury by removal of a notorious mem1
legislature.
F. L. MYERS, Agent,
1500
ber, that the Judge incurred the eno
International
all sizes,
shoes, in
New Mexico will not get statehood mity of Elfego Baca, an attorney of Triennial Convention,
for
Sunday School Association, Denver,
Socorro. The judge was trying to do
till next winter.
Colo., June 26 to July 2, 1902.
his plain duty as it appeared to him.
EE,
E
though he may be guilty of Baca's
Rate of $18.85 for round trip. Tick
What has become of all the new rail- and
charges,
Baca s motive for exposing ets on sale June 24. Return limit July
L.
Special price for
35cts.'
fully
road enterprises?
5. 1902.
him is equally bad."
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
The writer is a republican and one
Special
only
for
The trout fishing season opens June of the best Informed men in Socorro
first in this territory.
county.
He goes into many details Elks' Racing Association Meeting at
1902.
Trinidad, Colo., May
clearly proving that the political condiRate of $10.70 for the round trip;
Los Angeles will expend one million tions in that county need reformatickets on sale Mr. 26 and 27, limited
dollars for new buildings this month.
tion.
He lays the blame on several politi- for return May 31, 1902. F. L. Myers,
Agent.
The Indications are that nearly ev- - cal leaders.
Cosmopolitan
Mail
o
erybody will go on a strike this
Reduced Rate to San Francisco and
Paper
Orders
CONVINCING PROOF.
Return, Account Imperial Council,
Patterns 10c
Promptly
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the most profound reasoners the world turn limit July 31, 1902. F. L. Myers,
Leon B.Stern.Proprietop
The crops of 1902 in the United ever produced, once cut a nole in a agent.
States are in a highly promising
board fence to allow a favorite cat ac
Plumbing.
cess to two gardens, and cut a smaller
We have auaea a plumbing depart
hole to allow her kitten to follow her.
New Mexico has twenty-oncounties, The weakness manifested In Sir ment and tin shop to our business.
and the democrats have majorities In Isaac's action was due to want of When ycu havo anything in this line
thought. Any reader who mentally de to be done see us tbout ic before plac- OOCOCOCOCOCOCOCXXXXDCOCOCO
only five.
A Carpet Knigh't
bates the proof offered here about ing your order. Albuquerque . HardThere are visible evidences of pros- Doan's Kidney Pills and arrives at any
company.
ware
than that stated in
of old would have loved to have tread
perity In every portion of this growing other conclusion
o
a measure with his ladye love on such
this citizen's statement, is as short of
territory.
California
to
Points.
Special
Rate
reasoning powers as the philosopher
a fabric and picture of beauty as we
Angeles and
Albuquerque
Los
to
are displaying now in new colors and
he turned carpenter.
.35.00.
Diego,
San
The Citizen will be issued tomorrow when
Mr. J. S. Wood, acct., in the St. Louis
designs in carpets. The most exquisite
ana
Kan
Albuquerque
to
Francisco
afternoon with full reports of the Me- Label
works, living at 306 Morgan return, $55.00.
taste can be suited here from our fine
morial services.
street. St. Louis, says: "My old home
stock. We have samples in all kinds
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
is in Quincy, 111., a place where Doan's
of Moquitte, Axminster, Wilton, VelIf Mr. Roosevelt wishes the New Kidney Pills are a household necessity. Thursday and Saturday, May to Sepvet, Brussels, etc., at reduced prices,
Mexico delegation in 1904, he had bet- When I first came to St. Louis several tember, inclusive, 1902. Final return
and with draperies that will match the
ter push that statehood bill.
druggists on whom I called did not limit November F. 30,L. 1902.
colors.
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Every cloud has a silver lining. That old friend, a pharmacist in Quincy, for
A NICE
MONEY TO LOAN.
PURCHASING
BY
state constitutional convention cannot them. I had attacks of kidney com.
On dlamonus, watcnes, etc.. or any
The
now be held during the trout fishing plaint for five or six years, causing my good security; alBo household goods
GOOD 3ATU fcPCNGE FOR A
season.
back to ache Just across the loins. I stored with me; strictly confidential.
WEST END OF VIADUCT.
COLD SPONGE BATH.
found that Doan's Kidney Pills acted Highest cash price paid for household
Denver Is having a building,boom, as represented and when I noticed goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
Second street and Coal avenue.
Corner
WE HAVE SPONGES AT
over 600 building permits having been them advertised at
114 Gold avenue.
WHITTEN,
A.
T.
streets,
issued in that city within the past corner Sixth and Washington
ALL PRICES, 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c,
I went there for a box, not that I
Do You Want Carpets?
three months.
them at the time, but I thought
Call and examine our samples. Our
50c and up. ' '
pre- carpets are shipped direct from facWhen Texas is short on cyclones it was a good opportunity to adopt
methods."
tory. We can save you money. J. H.
and hurricanes for excitement, the peo cautionary
Just such emphatic Indorsements can Shufflebarger, 214 West Gold avenue.
ple Durn a. negro or two for the amuse
c
be had right here in Albuquerque. Drop
raent of the people.
J. H O'RIELLY & CO.
Carpets! Carpets!! Carpets!!!
into the AlvarSao Pharmacy and ask
report.
Our new spring line is complete;
customers
their
what
To get statehood and self govern
Prescription Druggists
Sold by all dealers. Price 50 cents come and see us. Our prices are the
ment this teritory must convince the ner box.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroau
Co.. Buffalo muslin.
senate of the United States that it is N. Y.. sole agents for the United avenue.
Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave
deserving of the great trust.
States.
Deming water is chemically pure
Remember the name Doan's and
equal to Polan Springs.
The scheme to gobble ud the nubile take no substitute.
o
lands under a leasing system is meetREAD OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
Assistant General Manager Grieg, of
ing with little favor in Washington.
Island railroad, after ROSENWALD BROS.
the El
In fact, the scheme Is dead.
a week's absence at Dawson and other
Deming, the coming city of New
Oregon will vote on the initiative points, returned to Alamogordo
Chi Mexico.
for
night
same
and
left
the
and referendum on June first. This cago.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTOR
Have you Been that blue enatnelcu
idea of government is strongly favored
by the socialists of the country.
M. 8. OTERO, President
Burns, cuts, steel ware at the Albuquerque HardMonarch over pain.
sprains, stlnes. Instant relief. Dr. ware company's store. It Is the most
W. 8. STR1CKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier
The monthly statement of the direc- Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil. At any drug beautiful and ornamental ware ever
'
tor of the mine shows tne total coinage store.
seen in Albuquerque.
SOLOMON LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
West Railroad Avenue.
at the mints of the United States duro
II3J4
El
Paso
into
trains
Island
ing April to have been $7,131,898, of
The Rock
VELVET RIBBONS, VELVET RIBW. A. MAXWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. U BALDRIDGE
which $3,480,315 was gold, $3,388,273 are to use the Southern Pacific passen BONS, VELVET RIBBONS. ROSENunion
of
talked
per station, the much
silver and $263,309 minor coins.
WALD BROS.
depot having failed to materialize.
o
Mrs. Albright, tne Artist,
Win.
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & 8ANTA Ff RAILWAY
Germany secured more patents in
Advice After Paying
Follow
Won't
Is again In her studio, 11 J North Third
the United States last year than any
For
It
street. Parties who wish flue work In
other country. The number issued to
In a recent article a prominent phy artistic photography, should call and
her citizens was 1,045. England was sician
says: "It is next to impossible
second, with 9S3, and Canada came
Automatic "phone 574
THIRD STREET
the physician to get nis patients to leave their orders for the new carbon
after with 376. Other foreign countries for
carry out any prescribed course or ny photo, the latest in photographic are. 2161 Bouth Second Street,
were represented but on a very small eiene or diet to tne. smallest extent;
o
Albnonerqn, V Mex.
scale.
www
he has but one resort left, namely, the ot Deming is the great mining center m IIH IWBWKSS
the southwest.
drug treatment." When medicines are
One of the very best papers of its used for chronic constipation, the most
kind that comes to The Citizen ex- mild and gentle obtainable, sucn as
.MELINI & EAKIN
change table is the Denver Field and Chamberlain's Stomach & Liver TabAll kinds
2R(J SaI(
Is
use
employed.
Their
Farm. Its weekly reviews of the farm, lets, should be
WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIG..6
garden and range are Interesting and not followed by constipation as they
instructive. The Field and Farm is a leave the bowels in a natural and
STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.
We handle everything in our lino
healthy condition. For sale by all drug,
vtluable paper in almost every way
gists.
Distillers Agents
o
Special
Taylor & Willia j
distributors
neckwear
in
ladies'
newest
the
The Engineering News has compiled at 8ee
B MIL KLEINWORT, Prop.
LoulsTille,
Kentucky
Economist.
The
some interesting statistics, according
111 & First St., Albuquerque, N. L
MASONIC BC1LL1NG.
N. THIRD BTRKFT
to which it appears that more than
of the cities of this country Mother Gray's Sweet Powders
of over 3,()i0 Inhabitants have adopted for children. Mother Gray, for years a
municipal owuerthip of water works, nurse in the Children's Home in New
but that few other public utilities are York, treated children successfully
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
being brought under the same control with a remedy, now prepared and pkic-eFIRE INSURANCE,
in the drug stores, called Mother
REAL ESTATE,
As shown by a recent official state Cray's Sweet Powders for Children.
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ment tne treasury of the United States They are harmless as milk, pleasant
cure
gold.
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BLOCK.
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certain
never
CROMWELL
$550,0ou.om
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contains about
take
Automatic Telephone 174.
This is the largest stock of gold iu the for feverlshness, constipation, headIron and B asi. Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; shaftings. Pulleys,
places
he.
ache, teething and stomach disorders
world, and its possession
Grade bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
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treasaccept
Repairs on M!nln; and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
25c. Don't
substitute.
a financial point of view. The
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cities in the west offered several yean
ury of France comes next, with a ple sent free. Address Allen S.
FOUNDRY BIDE RAILROAD TRACK, ALBUQUERQUE, N. H.
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H. BRiGGS & CO.,
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Thursday and Friday

May 29th and 30th.

A

300 yards of

--

A Price
A

Fifty-Sevcn-

Washable Taffeta
v

--

10c

two days, per yard,

500 pairs of Ladies Finest 35 cent Black
Hermsdorf black; we can take oath that there ain't

A
A

rhanro

BO
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K

-

8
hose at
9 and 9
H pairs to each customer; Special Price per pair
one-half-pri-
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K

K
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Ladie's
Kid
case
$2.00
of
Balbriggan
Men's
of
pairs
A
or
button,
lace
just the thing
the hot
patent
leather weather, shirts and drawers to
A widths and
two
tips;
worth
QQp match,
IQp
Un-derwe- ar,

A days

27-3-

two days

Price

A
A
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IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

A

-
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J.H.Q'RlBlly&Co.

I

Keep Cool

--

I.I

Futrelle FurnitureCo.

"Wolff-Wilson's,-

"

THE:

Bank of Commerce

Foster-MUbur-

n

ALBUQUERQUE

Paso-Roc-

k

JOE RICHARDS,

Capital

$100,000

CIGARS

Giaesner,
Tailor.

....

Meat Market'
rcsh

one-hal- f

B. A. SLEYSTER,

d

Olm-stead-

XV-..,.-

i.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
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KILL

SPORTIN6 NEWS
YESTCRDAY'S

BALL GAMES.

Western League.
At Colorado Springs
Colorado Springs-Peorigame postponed on account of wet grounds.
a

At Denver

Denver

6
4

Milwaukee

Batteries Frisk and Wilson
and Hanson.

;Sworm-ste-

At Kansas City
Kansas City

d

6
5

St. Joseph
Batteries

Weimer and Messitt;
Maupin and Roth. Twelve innings necessary to decide game.
At Omaha

J.... 63

Omaha

Des Moines

Batteries Graham and
Lcebeck and Morrison.

MR
That clusters Around
an

-C-

"Dwtroy the

AUSINO...

FINALLY

run-dow-

n

you remove

the effect"
eradicate the Jerm, promote! the
3rowth of the hair. For mIc by all
Price $1.00.

Announcement to the Public.
I will take possession of the Hotel
Highland on June 1, 1902, as lessee
and manager. It will be my endeavor
to make this hotel attractive to local
patrons and the traveling public. The
table will be supplied at all times with
the best the country affords. The
cuisine, service and accommodations
of the hotel will be equal to any in the
territory.
Desiring your patronage
and good will, I am sincerely yours,
C.

H. BRIGGS,

Proprietor.

oooooooaooooooooo
O
Concerning Trade Tricks.
O
O

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The old saying that there are
"tricks In all trades" has outlived
its truthfulness, if there ever was
any truth in it. This store does
not countenance tricks of any
sort to catch the unwary. The
plain, simple policy of buying
good merchandise and selling it
at a Just profit is what has gained
for us the public confidence. What
you read in our "ads you can
tie to. People with money to
spend naturally go to the safe
trading place.- - Golden Rule Dry
Goods Co.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

11

Harvard
1
Cornell University
It's folly to suffer from that horrible
plague of the night, itching piles.
Doan's Ointment cures quickly and
nermanentlv. At any drug Store, 50
cents.
o

The Most common Ailment
More people suner irom rheumatism
than from any other ailment. This is
wholly unnecessary, too. for a cure
may be effected at a very small cost
G. W. Wescott, of Meadowdale, N. Y.,
says: "I have been afflicted with rheu
mati8m for some time and it has
caused me much suffering. I conclud
ed to try Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
am pleased to say that it has cured
me." For sale by all druggists.
J. M. Davenport, Fred McCoy and
others of the surveying corps engaged
in the survey of the Ellzabethtown
Moreno Valley & Taos railroad, were
in Raton on business.
Whooping Couan.
A woman wno nas had experience
with this disease, tells how to prevent
any dangerous consequences from it

Deserves a Pension.
This county has as a resident only
one Mexican war veteran. His name
Is Henry F. Myers, aged 78 years. He
was a member of company A, Third ar
tillery, in the Mexican war, and was in
the battle of Buena Vista, lie is aesii
tute, bent and crippled, and drawing
no pension. He drew a small pension
ab a Mexican war veteran a few years
tteo. but in some way this was stopped
Mr. Myers was a volunteer during the
took
civil war, serving in Col. Kit Carson's She says: Our three children baby
New Mexico Volunteer regiment. The whooping cough last summer, our
old veteran certainly deserves a pen boy being only three montns oia, ana
owing to our giving them cnamuer
Bion.
Iain's Cough Remedy, they lost none
Impure
If you are troubled with
of their plumpness and came out in
Wood, indicated by sores, pimples much better health than other children
headache, etc.. we would recommend whnan narenta did not use this remedy
Acker's Blood Eiixer. which we sell un Our oldest little girl would can lusuiy
al for cough syrup between whoops. Jesder a positive guarantee. It will pol
ways cure scrofulous or syphilitic
sie Pinkey Hall, Springville. Ala. This
eons and all blood diseases. 50 cents remedy is for sale by an druggists.
n
and $1. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. and B. H.
Commencing June 1 a local sleeper
liriggs & Co.
Is
will be attached to El Paso-RocA Tack Eating Chicken.
land reeular train leaving El Paso at 8
One of our west end residents re- p. m. daily. The sleeper will be cut oul
cently killed one of his hens that pos- at Alamosordo and passengers may oc
sessed a great many tacky points. The ciinv same until morning, when the
deceased chick was a domestic favor- connecting train will leave for Cloud
ite and for some time past it was no- - croft.
.

MADAME

Powder
Made of Pure Grape Cream of Tartar.

Economize by trading at The Econo

Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
work. Whitney company.
It will pay you to see Hall & Learn- -

Daiegtjatas tec loaa
against altsm
cm: kAuta

kwki co.,

rx muMi it., m

and

Deming, the seat of the new county
of Luna.
.

h

i.25c up
wide,
50c yd

'White Parasols
Made of China 'laffeta and Moire Silks, with
one, two and up to five ruffles on same, at $1..00 up

White Fans
An entire new line of Empire Fans, especially
ordered for commencement exercises,, from 50c
upward.

White Hosiery
Drop Stitch Lisle Hose, in all sizes for Misses
25o
and Ladles
Fine Open Work Lisle Hose, imported, at 50o

and upwards.
All Silk White Hose,

$1.00

$1.50

and upwards.

White Gloves
Double Finger Tipped SlU Gloves
65c
Length White Silk Glove
$1.00
White Kid Gloves, guaranteed, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50

Handkerchiefs
A large line of Lace Edge, also Fine
Edge, at a big reduction for this occasion.
See Our Special 25c Handkerchiefs on Bale.

STORE CLOSED FROM NOON UNTIL SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 31.
THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

Subscribe for The Citizen.
.
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In a home is not a
sign of wealth but it

shows an intelligent
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In this age of enlistment no lonser say "DO WTE
WANT A l'lANO," but WHAT PIANO DO WE
WANT."
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PIANO with a perfect scale, rich tone,
able In construction and with an artistic case.
A
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Cup

Chickering Brothers
Pianos....
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Are endorsed and chosen by the most critical music lovers. We are
Exclusive Territorial Representatives of these GEMS and other
leading makes. We sell everything in the music line.
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"And the last but not least

Tlin
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perfect
Porllian
comixsition
lcLllldllsongs.musical
Would you be
Piano-playe- r.

the latest Coon

o.o

0fO

, You can play any
from the classical to
without one.
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Hall & Learnard,
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CORSETS ON SALE AT AN UN- o;.o
HEARD OF FIGURE. ROSEN WALD O'.O
O'.O
KROS.
O.O

iteming has Increased 50 per cent. In
population in four years.
c
Deming has a magnificent school
system.

25c up
25b up
..25c up

Swiss Muslins, 30 incuea wide

Sheer French Batiste, 32 incnes wide
Persian Lawns, i2 inches wide
Dotted Swisses, 30 Inches wide
Mercerized Figured nainsooks,
a big line, at

See Our Window Display
In Honor of Memorial Day

mist.

o

h

h

LOCALS.

ready-to-wea- r

h

WHITE ALBATROSS AND ETAMINE
36 and 38 inches wide, in all wool, one of the
Season's favorite materials, 50c and . .65c the yard
WHITE SILK FINISHED HENRIETTA
75c for
At 50c and
WHITE CHEVIOT SERGE
40c yard
at '1.
WHITE BROADCLOTHS
$i,50 and
...$2.00

,y

ard before purchasing a piano.
No tuberculosis preservallne or col
oring in Matthews' Jersey milk.
Klelnwort's is the place .to get your
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
meat.
Deming has an abundance of water
for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lots and build In Deming. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent on
the investment
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Deming Is a great health resort
has no superior in climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.
Look into Kleinwort s market on
North Third street He has the nicest
fresh meats in the city.
We are. sole agents for Wheeler &
Wiison sewing machines. Albert Fa'
ber. 305 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get them cheap in Deming now,
with certain advance assured T
Wre carry the largest variety of lln
oleums and oil cloths in this city.
Albert Faber. 305 Railroad avenue.
Deming needs one hundred new
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand con
tinues to grow.
Mrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors
at the corner of Railroad avenue and
North Fourth street, is prepared to
give thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, humous ana in
growing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam
blni's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and Improves
the complexion, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff and hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trial.
o
We are showing the most extensive
line of "men's and boys'
clothes between Denver and Los An
geles. Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave
nue Clothier.
Deming! Have you been there? If
not, you shoukl get there for the big
sale of lots on the 17th of this month.

Chiffon Mull, will laundry and do up
like new, three qualities, at 50c, 60c and 75c the yd
Cnlffon Organdie or a Wash Organdie;
this organdie will laundry and always look like
new, at 65c, 75c, 90c and
$1.15 tne yard

60c, 75c

PHILIPPS

BUSINESS

J 111 01

White Wash Goods

:
yard only
$1.15
WHITE MOHAIR
In three grades and three widths and in three
shades pure white, cream and ivory; per yard,

South 8econd Street
Singeing, sham
pooing, hair dress- ling, facial mas- Isage, human hair
switches In every
'shape.
--

ill

In an Endless Variety to Choose From.
3 qualities of Taffeta; in pure white, cream
white and ivory white; 20 inches wide; at $1.00,
8")C and
75c yard
PEAU DC SOIS AND LOUISENE
Soft and Lustrious, 20 inches wide; ivory white
and cream white, at $1.25 ana
$1.00 yard
CREPE DE CHENE
24 Inches wide, In white and Ivory; Special, per
yard
$1.15
LI8ERTY SATINS
24 Inches
wiue, in pure wnite only; per
yard
$1.25
CHINA SILKS
27 and 3G inches wide, in pure white and ivory;
at 50c and 60c;
at $1.00 and. . .$1.25
WHITE FIGURED WHITE SILKS
In a big range of styles, in cords, stripes and
Floral Designs, at $1.25, $1.00, ?5c and. . . .50c yard

White LanBdowne, 40 inches wide; this material is part wool anu silk, and very stylish; per

Price Reductions.
The only reason for reducing prices
on our men's and Itoys' clothing is that
we are overstocked and therefor anxious to push business. We had no old
stock to unload and are showing new
goods only. Simon
and desirable
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

v.

i:

White Silks

Wool Materials

000000000 0o 000000000

216

Si
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0
0
0
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College Games.
At Cambridge

But Everything In Dry Goods.

SEE OUR WINDOWS.
,
THEY HAVE BEEN SELECTED WITH THE IDEA OF MAKING THE SHEEREST OF PRETTY GOWNS
AS WELL AS TO GIVE THE SERVICE THAT Id EXPECTED OF THEM
FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE SUMMER SEASON.
BELOW FIND SUGGESTIONS
FOR
GRADUATION DRESSES.

BALDNESS

-

d

or Groceries

Orders

IT'S TIME TO GET THE GOWN STARTED NOW.
WITH THIS IDEA IN VIEW WE HAVE
PREPARED A SPECIAL DISPLAY OF WTHITE FABRICS FOR GRADUATING GOWNS.

HAIR.

HERPICIDE

d

No Shoes, Clothing

FALLING

uuk.

Mail

Solicited and
Filled the
Same Day that
They are

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

DANDRUFF

fit

INDIAN SCHOOL NOTES.

ment are diligently preparing an exAt Boston
hibit for the National Educational as1 sociation and some of them are doing
Boston
0 excellent work.
New York
Willis and Klttredge;
Batteries
The school will observe Memorial
Taylor and Bowerman.
day, and most of them will attend the
exercises at the park. The school exAmerican League.
tends its thanks to J. W. Edwards for
At Baltimore
2 the Invitation given in behalf of the
Baltimore
Chicago
.....5 Grand Army of the Republic.
Batteries Hughes and Bresnahan;
Holds Op a Congressman.
Griffith and Sullivan.
"At the end of the campaign," writes
Champ Clark, Missouri's brilliant con
At Boston
gressman, 'from overwork, nervous
'.
6
Boston
tension, loss of sleep and constant
2
St. Louis
speaking I had about utterly collapsed.
Warner;
Winters and
Batteries
It seemed that all the organs in my
Harper and Sugden.
body were out of order, but three bottles of Electric Bitters made me all
At Washington
mediright. It's the best
7
Cleveland
countdruggist's
over
a
ever
sold
cine
2
Washington
men and
Overworked,
Batteries Joss and Bemls; Town-sen- er."
weak, sickly women gain splendid
and Clarke.
health and vitality from Electric Bitters. Try them. Only oOc. Guaranteed
At Philadelphia-Det- roit
by all druggists.
4
o
11
Philadelphia
Elected.
Roswell
Teachers
;
Batteries Mercer, Cronin and
board
meeting
Roswell
of
At
the
the
and
Schreck.
Plank
of education the work of selecting the
corps of teachers for the ensuing year
American Association.
was completed.
All the old teachers
At Louisville
5 who have
for their places
Louisville
2 have been
and two new
Toledo
ones added to the list.
The corps for next year as at pres
At Milwaukee
8 ent constituted is as follows:
Milwaukee
1
Messrs. L. W. Martin and J. M.
Kansas City
Misses Decker, Payne, Geyer.
Reed. Ramer. Belford, Wilson, Dan
At Indianapolis
6 iels, Dlllard, Lipscom and Blackney,
Indianapolis
7 and Mrs. B. W. Peacock. The Misses
Columbus
Lipscom and Blackney are new teach
ers. Miss Lipscom comes from Hub
At St. Paul
bard City, Texas, and Miss Blackney
St. Paul
from Lawrence, Kansas.
Minneapolis

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

Graduation Dai is

HAIR.

Co.

The first cutting of alfalfa on the
National League.
school farm is being gathered In.
At St. Louis
1
St. Louis
Miss Kate Vaughn spent yesterday
5 with her sister at the Indian school.
Chicago
Batteries Wicker and O'Neil; TayThe school farmer Is making a test
lor and Chance.
of raising sugar beets and the crop is
very promising at present.
At Pittsburg
Superintendent Collins is spending
4
Pittsburg
3 the week at ZunI on official business
Cincinnati
Tannehlll and Smith; with the Indians of that ancient
Batteries
Thielman and Pietz.
The boys who went to Holly, Colo.,
to work In the beet fields, are getting
.At New York-G- ame
between Brooklyn and Phila- along nicely, and they say they have
delphia postponed on account of wet plenty of work and good pay.
grounds.
The pupils of the literary depart

THE ECONOMIST

UNHEALTHY

Sick headache absolutely and permanently cured by using Mokt Tea, A
pleasant herb drink. Cures constipation and indigestion, makes you eat,
sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back. 25c and
60c. Write to W. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y., for free sample.
J. H.
O Rielly & Co. and B. H. BHggs &

k

Agents for
McCall's Bazaar Patterns.
All Patterns
10 and I5cts,
none higher.

THIS

tlceil that tacks In the carpet near one
of the doors of the residence kept mysteriously disappearing, when replaced
they would vanish, and the affair merged into a deep mystery. But when said
chick was dispatched in order to forestall the aggressions of the beef trust
and the dissection that followed, eleven
full grown carpet tacks were found In
the gizzard, thus accounting for the
mysterious disappearance of the carpet tacks. Hillgboro Advocate.

Gonding;

THE ECONOMIST
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IN EARLY DAYS.

QUEENS WARE.

THE SURE WAY

to prevent pneumonia and consumption ia to cure your cold when it first
Story How Bill Henson, a Montana appears. Acker's English Remedy will
stop the cough in a night, and drive
Hangman, Was Hung.
the cold out of your system. Always a
OUR
CALL AND SEE
quick and sure cure for asthma, bronchitis and all throat and lung troubles.
ROBBER AND MURDERER.
If it does not satisfy you the druggist
will refund your money. Write to us
for free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co..
"In the year of ISfiO, Just before I Buffalo, N. V. J. H. O Blelly & Co. and
went to Fort Denton, there occurred a B. H. Brlggs & Co.
INDIAN BLANKETS,
hANJPAINTEO CHINA
hanging which Is worthy of record. In
CARVING SET8,
THE MAZE PRICES.
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
early days of Montana, the stages
tie
PICTURbo,
COOKING UTENSILS,
Flags 25c per gross and up.
had a man by the name of Ex Beedlcr
CUT GLASS,
HAMMOCKS,
Red, wnlte and blue moss paper
as a guard and messenger. This genBe
CHAMBbR SETS,
wreathes
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
Be
part
an
tleman
great
took
active
in
a
Green
wreathes
SPOONS,
FORKS,
KNIVES,
SETS,
DINNER
many
10c
Any
hangings.
a
vigilance
where
Motto
shields
JARDINIERES,
INDUN POITCRY,
5c
committee was concerned Mr. Ex was Decorative bunting
MEXICAN HATS.
one of them. He got pretty well noted, Red, white and blue ribbon. .6c and 8c
$1.00
hated and despised by a certain class, Two burner oil stoves
Be
such rs those known as rounders, etc. Putty Knives
But most all of the business men stood
We are headquarters for kitchen
by Ex Becdler and kept him doing screen doors.
6c
some kind of work years after. Some
towel racks
$5.75
in 1868 or 1863, Beedler came Lawn mowers
time
B,
&
Co.
McGaffey
A.
to
4c
35JJ- JC.; Successor
down from Helena to Benton accompa- Lawn fertilizers
20c
nied by a man by the name of William Condition powder
216 WEST RAILROAD AVE
OPEN EVENINGS.
20c
Henson. Henson had been In trouble Hires' extract of root beer
up at Helena. A Chinawoman bad been
THE MAZE,
OOCXXXXOCXXXXDOOOCOOOCOCOCCOOOOOCOO
WM. KIEKE, Prop.
murdered and robbed and Henson was
tried for the murder, but owing to the
two for 25 cents.
cigars,
Statehood
victim being a Chinese and Ex Beedler
o
a friend to Henson, the Jury let him go,
but It left a doubtful stain on the prisFurniture,
oner. Beedlcr came to Benton to got
Henson In on the people as night delicious red ripe strawberries, blackCrockery,
watchman. Ex went around with a berries, loganberries, fresh by express
paper and got all the business men to daily in iced refrigerators, extra choice
Graniteware,
sign enough to pay Henson a monthly berries tomorrow 15c box, fresh dresssalary of $150. Time went on. and ed poultry and all kinds of fresh fish.
Henson told stories of banging people San Jose Market.
none could tie the hangmans noose
res- Squares,
In Santa Fe, eat at
like him. Garrotlng, stealing or hold- taurant.
A
ups occurred often.
Jewelry Btore
Mattresses,
was robbed In Helena and they wired
The finest berries in the city 15c box
Henson to hold and arrest a suspect on at the San Jose Market.
Springs,
the road to Benton. Henson arrested
o
his man. placed him In Jail, but report
Ruppe's drug store open ah night,
New and Second ed
that be found nothing on him. The every night
night the prisoner escaped and
Household Goods next
Your parcels ana baggage delivered
was never heard from.
By June all the wolfers, buffalo hunt by tne Parcel Delivery to any part of
Sizes-$3.0- 0 ers, niae seeKers ana rreignters were the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue,
were unloading. Automatic phone No. 202.
In town; steamers
o
gambling was at its highest point, and
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
'.
robbing and garrotlng occurred so of
ten that It was concluded to try and
The Percales we
at 5 cents per
put a stop to It. An old wolfer got on yard are very scarc6.sell Leon B. Stern.
spree,
nanus.
a pretended
a
treated an
Mammoth strawberries 15c box.
and Invited Henson to drink. He had a
large roll of bills which he exposed to San Jose Market.
As the hours grew late the old
Albuquerque N. M. all.
117 Oold Avenue
wolfer fell between two houses known
CLASSIFIED ADS.
as the "Dark Alley." That same alley
,, New
1
had two watchers. After a few minHand
Note
All classified advertisements
utes Henson came in on the drunken
man and took all his money. The man or rather "liners," one cent a word for
started to get up, when Henson Btruck each insertion. Minimum charge for
him over the head witn his pistol and any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
then ran. The two watchers couid In order to insure proper classification
plainly see Henson do the Job but he all "liners" should be left at this ofout ran them. They kept things very fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
quiet. Henson did not show up until
FOR RENT.
the next night and the boys were ready
for him. They had placed a tripod of FOR RENT To family without chilheavy scantling back of Fort Benton,
dren, from June 1, completely fur
and a rope was placed through a ring
Call 309
house.
nished
ready for Its victim. A party went to
Roma avenue, or see H. S. Knight.
Henson and told him that they had a FOR
RENT Storage room for wool or
man to hang, and as he was used to it,
commodities. Steam carpet
that it was best for him to make the other
cleaning works, 510 North Third
noose. He said he would buy the rope
street.
and ran into I. O. Baker's store, reeled FOR RENT Cold storage warehouse
rope, tailing
off thirty feet of
on track. Inquire of Bachechl &
Baker that he would pay tomorrow. As
Giomi.
he passed old Henry, the grave digger,
he told him that he had a Job for him
FOR SALE.
tomorrow. Old Henry said:' "All right,
esran
his
out
Then
Henson
Henson."
f
Inch
FOR SALE One and
cort to the hanging bee, and at the gal
wagon, with pole, double set work
lows said to the crowd: "Where is the
harness; tent, 10x12; one fly, 12x14;
'
man?" A dozen hands laid hold of
two, 14x16; camp stove, utensils;
to
him.
him, and a strong voice said
large, heavy grain can; fine gasoline
'BUI Henson you are the man." It took
range, cost $28, sell for $15; first
only a moment to adjust the noose
class, A grade road wagon, almost
around his worthless neck, and up he
new, single harness; Cross saddle,
went, and stayed up until the coroner
for lady or gentleman, almost new.
I
Jury cut him down in the morning. A
Ask for Mrs. A. E. S., 519 North
letter was found on him from his sister
Second street.
begging him to reform. They tore up FOR SALE Two horses for sale. In
his floor and found all the Jewelry
quire at 603 South Arno street.
taken from the store in Helena. He FOR SALE A desirable corner lot on
had let his man go for the stuff, $1,800
Copper avenue, also residence propworth. This was told me by an eye
erty on Lead avenue; will be sold
me
on
camped
the
with
who
witness
cheap if aold before first of May.
great northwest plains, and he said
on or address owner, 609 West
paid
for
that Call
Baker
Bill Henson never
Lead avenue.
Demlng
Headlight.
S.,
in
rcpe." C. B.
homes
FOR SALE Several bea'-tirand city lots. These are bargains
MAKERS
You never heard of any one using
and must be seen to be appreciated.
Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
No trouble to show property. See
satisfied. Alvarado Pharmacy.

INTERESTING

LAMPS

J.
-

'.

W. M ALETTE,

BORRSDSILE & CO.
Tinware,
Art

Bon-To-

n

"

Iron Beds All

NEWS

'

IN ADVERTISING IT IS AT ALL TIMES OCR AIM TO INFORM
OUR .HEADERS OF SOMETHING WORTH KNOWNG. IT IS NOT
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AND
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTERESTING, FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WILL
HOLD SWAY A i' OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURING THE NEXT

WEEK.
READ THIS CAREFULLY. THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEMS
WHICH SPACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.
one

Tailor made suits before taking your summer outing you will need
we offer while they last, your choice of any suit in the house for
$12.50

This Includes some of those beautiful $27.50 garments. The price
we na& Is less than the cost of manufacture.
Thomson's Glove Fitting and F. C. Corsets, H. & W. Corset waists,
they sell for $1.25; sale price
85c
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the sale
50c
price
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $4.00; sale price.
$3.00
$2.b0
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $3.25; sale price
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $2.75; sale price. . ., .$2.00
856
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $1.50; sale price
WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
OF ,LVET RIBBON (SATIN BACK) WHICH WILL BE SOLD AT
SALE PRICES.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF
'

SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS

ROSENWALD BROS.

Up.l

Household Goods on

Easy Payments.

uIlUUbe rurniblllllgb,
A

0. W.

and Second
Goods.
$

Just Demand

For Recognition

STRONG & SONS,

I

Undertakers and Embalmers.
Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Superintendent

Both 'Phones in Our office,

201-2-

North Second Street.

11

four-roo-

SI A

ood

half-inc-

IN

this market. Spring veal, spring lamb,
and spring broiling chickens, as well
as all the toothsome delicacies in this
line, we have fresh, sweet and delicious." Our , tender and juicy steaks,
chops and roasts are the delight of the
family. Try a tenderloin today it ia

one-hal-

i-

Flesher & Rosenwald

Jno. W. McQuade.
SMELTER PLANT FOR SALE Com
Many Things to See.
plete smelting plant at Chloride, N.
All the Knights of Pythias of the
M , consisting of water Jacket stack.
United States and Canada and there
pow- 100 ton daily capacity;
are thousands of them who are plan
er boiler and engine and all necesning to go to California In August next
sary machinery and appliances to
will have the chance of a lifetime to
make plant complete and up to date.
see many wonderful things in a short
Call at Korber's repository and
Everything practically new in optime. First there'll be the big gather
see the largest stock In the southIng In San Francisco. August 11 to 20
eration less than thirty days. This
will be sold at a great bargain for
where fully lOo.ooo Pythian pilgrims
west.
only a fraction of its cost. For fur
will greet one another and take part In
all sorts of enjoyable functions. Right
ther Information, address, John A
in the city these visitors, during inter
Lee, Albuquerque, N. M.
Prices lower than ever before and
vals of business, will see all California
we will make you easy terms.
In miniaCure In the way of collections
WANTED.
of minerals and trees and flowers and
A
girl for general tfouse'
WANTED
of
all
counties
the
the
from
fruits
Full line of supplies, Lap Robes,
work, two in family. Apply at 224
stute. That's a scheme of the enter
South Walter street.
prising resident Pythians to fascinate
Whips, Harness and Top Dressings,
the visitors and make them yearn for WANTED Agents, town and county
work; cash weekly.
Axle Oils and Saddlery.
International
more. And more they can see, for ar
nurseries, No. 4570 Gray street, Den
raneements are completed for side ex
ver, Colo.
cursions everywhere; to the Big Trees
Tops,
Canopy
English
Sun
those giant sequoias that were wav WANTED Furnished room for man
In central part of town. Address F.
ing skyward a thousand years before
Shades, Umbrellas, Bow Tops, Etc.
H. M.. Citizen office.
the Roman legions ruled the'world; to
Good carpenters, eight
ALBUQUERQUE,
Mount Tamalpais. the high mountain WANTED
hours, $3; planing mill men, lathers
that overlooks San Francisco and the
NEW MEXICO.
plasterers. Steady work winter and
liroad ocean that washes the Orient:
the Newport
slimmer. Address "Herald, box 3,
to Santa
000, Los Angeles, Cal.
of the Pacific: to San Jose and the
Great Lick Observatory: to Del Monte WANTED A Girl for general house
coooooooocoooooooooooooocoooooooocooooooa
hotel on
work. Inquire at 301 South Edith
the famous
Monterey bay: to the raisin vineyards
street.
of Fresno: to the orange groves of Por wan l i.u tiood live man or woman.
to take agency for Washington Life
terville. Riverside and Oroville; to Pas
Insurance company in their own
adena and up above tne clouds by elec
community.
No expense and big
trie railway to Mt. Lowe.
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
profits if you work. J. H. O'Rlelly,
These are only a few things these
Pythian travelers will see. The whole
general manager for New Mexico
excursion will b a California pano
and Arizona, Albuquerque, N. M.
rania. The railroads have made spe- WANTED
Good carpenters, eight
rates and already
cial
hours, $3. Planing mill men, lathers,
being
secured
are
plasterers. Steauy work, summer
tickets and trunks
for the prospective tour.
and winter. Address "Herald," box
30(10. Los Angeles. Cal.
Berries 15e. San Jose Market.
Wealthy,
respectable young widow, no
ochildren or near relatives wants true
Just received a large shipment of
and home loving husband. Address
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
South Second Street.
Automatic 'Phone 225.
Hlller, 91 Washington street, ChicaFaber, 305 Railroad avenue.
go, 111.
cbcoooccxxxxxxxx
Keep your eye r,n Iteming,
o
MISCELLANEOUS.
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
Dentistry.
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents pe
comAlbuquerque
llarware
kinds.
all
Careful, reliable work; reasonable
Left at Williams drug store.
FOUND
office.
Citizen
at
the
hundred,
rates. Dr. B. Barnes, dentist, room 2, pany.
email umbrella. Owner can procure
o
N. T. Armljo building.
same by proving property.
Dressed ducks, dressed broilers
j
Agricultural lands In Demlng are un- dressed turkeys, dressed hens, full line TO EXCHANGE A HM) double barLet us figure on your plumbing. Al- surpassed for fertility, production of of fresh fruits and berries tomorrow.
reled shotgun for a $50 horse and
saddle. Call at J. L. Bell & Co.
buquerque Hardware company.
San Jose Market.
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.

mom9i9
YOU CAN ALL RIDE

J.

fine.
4!-t- i
Mil'

W
v

Mil A

'''""'

allthe-year-aroun-

PAGE &

VOORHEES- s-

New Location,
New Stock,
Experienced Druggists,
Next to Postoffice.

i

Wm. Farr
Ml

Brockmeier & Cox,
GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS
3 n8 Qold Avenue.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

Moths!

Moths!

The insidious moth will soon begin
his work of destruction. Head him off
balls, etc. Have you a particular fur
garment which you value highly? Then
pack it in one of our moth and dust
proof bags. It will be safe and sound.

Geo. B. Williams,

Korber & Co.,

ooooooocooocoo

V

Anywhere; from one end to the' other,
you can't find, any primer or better,
meats' than you can get every day at

h

Havana Cigars
2 for 25 Cents

THE COUNTRY

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST.
117 West Railroad Avenue.

E. J. POST & CO.
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

Proprietors.

HARDWARE.
Automatic

'cross-contine-

Refrigerators
White Mountain

Freezers
Ice Tongs, Ice Picks,
Ice Chisles.
i

Best Grades of Garden Hose
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BOILER

MAKERS

.

r.

INDIGESTION

STRIKE.

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Is the cause of more discomfort than
any other ailment If you eat the
A Score of them in the San Bernarthings' that you want and that are good
for you, yon are distressed. Acker's
dino Shops Walk Out.
Dyspepsia Tablets will make your di
gestion pprfect and prevent dyspepsia
and Its attendant disagreeable sympI
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINGS!
APPRENTICES AND HELPERS.
toms. You can safely eat anything at
any time, if you take one of these tabHeadquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
lets afterward. Sold by all druggists
Houss Furnishing Goods.
a
San Bernardino Sun, May 27.
positive
guarantee. 25 cents.
under
.
Guns
The Santa Fe shops in this city was Money refunded if you are not satis-fleto us for a free sample.
the scene of another walk out shortly V. H. Send
& Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.
after 7 o'clock yesterday morning, J. H. O Hooker
Rielly & Co. and B. H. Brlggs
when, because one of their number,
HERDERS
WALL
George Wilson, had been asked to & CO.
WEDGE
leave the local department to take a
place at Seligman, Ariz., twenty union ceilained. When seen laat evening all
Division Master Mechanic Park
boiler makers struck, and present indi- tnat
AND WAGON COVERS.
would say was: "You will have to
cations are that they are likely to re- talk
Mr. Joughlns about the matter."
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
main out until the cause of their griev- But to
our stock before purchasing
the mechanical superintendent has
ance
been
in
has
his
former
reinstated
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
gone
ways exercising their ingenuity
east,
company
in
Superinwith
position. With the men there went out
of Motive Power Henderson,
seventeen apprentice boys and seven tendent
devising cool and unique floor
in
"seeing him regarding the matter"
helpers, who say that they will stand and
impossible.
was
coverings,
evening
which the whole
last
Late
7
by the boiler makers until the matter
there seemed to be no Indications of
is settled one way or the other.
world
takes advantage of.
This leaves, at the present time, not either side giving way.
We are in receipt of very
over three regular boiler makers and a
A Revelation.
handy
carry
on
men
dozen
to
half
the
handsome Japanese and China
Manufacturer of
If you will make Inquiry it will be a
work at the shop and round hoiise.
you how many euccumn
to
revelation
Mattings, also Floor Coverings
grievance
The
is
effect
in
strikers'
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
kidney or bladder troubles in one
an assertion on their part that the men to
of all kinds, fro mthe best looms
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
wno participated in the last strike at form or another. If the patient Is not
beyond
Kidney
Foley's
aid,
medicad
In the world, that ve are selling
black-listeshop
have been
the local
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to orby the company, and that the removal Cure will cure. It never disappoints.
at
the lowest prices. Look over
der. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.
of Wilson was not because he was act- Alvarado Pharmacy.
who
live in a hot climate, are
ually needed at Seligman, but because
Does Electricity Sustain Vegetable
where.
he was among the strikers of several
We can save you
Life?
months ago, and hence was not wanted
money.
by the company in the San Bernardino Editors Citizen:
shop. How, according to a member of
If, in answer to this question, any
the present strikers' grievance commit- thing that may be said should prove
tee, late instances have worked to a benefit to the community that feeds
prove the truth of this assertion is best and clothes him, the writer will feel
amply repaid for writing it.
told in his own words:
OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
All will remember that four winters
"As regards the present trouble, it
la a most Important factor in the
may be said that it has been brewing ago the weather was very severe. The
Jewelry worn, and best results are
more or less directly ever since the blizzards from Minnesota to the gulf
last strike. At the settling of that destroyed a large portion of the fruit
obtained from artistic designs and
trouble it was understood that the men trees, peach trees seeming to suffer
tasteful settings. Our rings, broochwho figured in the walk-ou- t
should be most.
es, pins, etc., are of that high art
the company holding no
The writer's own orchard suffered
and quality found only la Jewelry of
prejudice against them. So far as that like the rest. In that orchard were 125
'
'
.
the finest make.
understanding is concerned, it was. trees, all of the same age and about
made, but has, in our opinion, remain- the same size, and all were injured.
Carries tba Largest
Flour, drain
ed far from being carried out.
After pruning in March and removing
and float Bxtaaalva
"The first suspicious action on the all dead branches, the whole thing
Stock al
and Provisions.'1
JEWELER.
part of the railroad people occurred looked like a skelton of an orchard. I
Staple Groceries
ago,
big
when
cut
several months
the
selected four trees that forked within
found aouthwaat.
Car loti apaclalty .
Watch Inspector A., T. & S. P.
nowln force was made. At that time two feet of the ground, and bored a
and S. F. P. Railroads.
so
as
far
it was a notable fact that,
hole six inches deep in the fork of
FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
possible, the men in the boiler depart- each, in each hole 1 planted a No. 6
ment w&o were let out outnumbered galvanized wire extending aliout two
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenue
those employes who had been among feet above the top of each tree, and
the strikers. Some time passed, during wedged them tight.
which it is plain to see that more
It was rather dry that spring, and all
boiler makers were needed to do the the trees in the orchard were treated
work, which was crowding the shops alike in all respects, throughout the
day tiy clay, yet when men who were season.
Of course,
the neighbors
let out in the cut applied for work it laughed at me and predicted destruc
was refused them on the plea that tion for the fired trees, by lightning.
business and repairs would not war- At the end of the growing season the
:
rant it. Shortly after this leading result was a marvel. The four trees
newspapers from Chicago and Topeka showed a growth of nearly two feet In
U. S.
found their way here, in which ap- height. In excess of any others. The
Orders from the outside solicited and
peared advertisements inserted by the foliage was more dense, and the fruit
Depository for the Santa Fe. Pacific and the Atchison, Topromptly attended to.
Santa Fe company asking for boiler exceeaed all former years, both In size
makers to work in the company's and flavor.
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
shops at San Bernadino.
Since that time the writer has tried
206 West Gold Avenue,
Albuquerque,' N. M.
$S OO.OOO. CO
"Last week we heard on authority this many times. There Is a small
Authorized Capital
that this advertisement had proved ef- tunp tree In the park that appeared
..
and
profits..
Surplus
.$200,000.00
Paid up Capital,
fective, and that a dozen men were on last February to be entirely dead. 1
,
j
,
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
their way to this place from Point applied the same treatment with a
Richmond, Chicago and other eastern small Copper wire, and now it Is leavpresident; M. W. Flournoy, vice presl- S.
Raynolds,
Joshua
points. The arrival of some ten of ing out and the tree shows life and the
'
,
Frank McKee.j cashier; '..
dent;
ini
proved
the
these men on Sunday
rising sap to about eighteen inches
-- ri
- A B: McMillan;
- Rayftolds,
formation to be correct.'
y.
high. '
F.
grow that all
feeling
any
say
did
or
the
"Thus
I
mean
t
this,
to
don
that
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
was not as it ought to be, and on last other human appliance will actually
Friday a committee of three went to raise the dead, but when a tree has
Mr. Park and asked him why it was first been Injured or begins
to die
that the men who had applied for work slowlv. I firmly believe, and have many
were not given it, when it was appar times proven, that this treatment will
ent to all that the company needed the in nearly every case restore the tree
To this Mr. to full vigor, promote new growth and
services of more men.
Park answered that he was as yet a Drolone Us life almost indefinitely.
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC.
stranger to the local shops, giving the
In treating small trees wouia not in
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
mea to understand that any good work sert copper wire into it, because the
providing action of the sap on the copper might
men would be employed,
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars
there was work for them and that if nroduce gangrene, and bring deatn la
any had been refused he was certain stead of life. It would be sufficient to
that it was because they were not brighten the wire and wrap it round
fitted for the peculiar work lequirlng one of the roots.
attention.
It would afford the writer pleasure
"With such assurance did he speak to assist any one in making an expert
that the men were inclined to think mental test, after which he could go
that everything might turn out well ahead unaided.
after all.
Vhat Is Foley's Kidney Cure?
'On Sunday morning, however,, he
Answer: It is made from a prescrip
called Mr. Wilson Into his office, tell
ing him that he wanted him to go to tion of a leading Chicago physician
Native and Chicago Lumber..
Seligman, Am., tnat ms pass naa been and one of the most eminent in the
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached, the snug amount of 10,000
purare
country.
ingredients
the
The
made out, and that he was to leave on
pounds. We wish to double that in 1902, and in order to do so we are
ms
ALWAVW;
No. 2 that evening. Mr. Wilson remon est that money can buy, and are scien Sherwin-Williaoffering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
strated, saying that he had been lo tiflcally combined to get their utmost Covers More! Looks Best! Wears Long- 8A8H, DOORS. BLINDS, FLASTKU
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
cated here for a year and bis interests value. Alvarado Pharmacy.
est I Most Economical I Full Measure I LIMK, CKMKNT, GLASS, FAINT, Kto
domestic and otherwise, were all in
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
hal
fish,
cat
salmon,
channel
RESH
San Bernardino. Mr. Park's final an
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 85 cent blend we consider equal
1 Ibut. sturgeon, barracuda, flound
swer to Wilson was to the effect that ers,
30c
Maryland
clams
smelts,
fresh
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
he might obey orders or do what wag
choice berries tomorrow l&c
As to teas: Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be bad
next in order, and Wilson lett vne of pint, extra
box. San Jose Market.
would
inferring
he
naturally
that
fice,
in the territory.
o
either have to accept the transfer or
Stat hood cigars, two for 25 cents.
quit. He acquainted the remainder of
the boiler shop men with his predica
New asbestos sad or flat Irons
ment and a meeting called at the lodge something new and the best madf
W.
SIMPLE IND CLUB ROOM.
Ave
rooms of the union, was held on Sun just received at J. W. Malette's, No.
day evening to discuss the situation. A 216 West Railroad avenue.
Finest
plan of action was agreed upon and
Whiskies,
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
this morning it was carried out.
JOSEPH BAENETT,
Brandies,
"At the sound of the whistle all of
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
etc.
Wines,
Not
Kind.
That
men
company
ten
with
the men, in
by
try
city
W uever
to be sensational and
who had been brought to the
the company, were in line for their only kuow one way of doing business
t
With and hat is the legitimate way. Our
blocks, which they received.
Residence, Automatic Thone 299
utomatic 'Phone No. 516.
them was Mr. Wilson, and a few min price reductions on clothing are made
No. 1 1 5.
Telephone
Bell
utes after leaving the block case win liecaufce we are overstocked. Only this
(Incorporated)
of the boiler de and nothing more. Simon Stern, the
clow Foreman Kite-hiepartment, went to Mr. Park, at our re Kailroad Avenue Clothier.
quest, and stated that his nun were
Prize Dance.
WHOLESALE GROCERS. without and noshed, before suing to At Orchestrion
hall next Saturday
work, that Wilson lie restored to his
best lady and gentleman
recular duties in the shop. .Mr. I'arK niclit. The
The lady's
desiring to see the men personally re walt.erwillwill receive a prize.band
Wool,
carved
be a beautiful
garding the mattor, three of us went prize
few words we were pur.se. and the gentleman will receive
to him. Aft
given to understand that Wilson had a fountain pen. They will be on exhi
We handle
been transferred, and if we did not like liitinn at O. A. Matson's.
o
K. C. Baking Powder,
the state of affairs we might quit. ActNew asbestos sad or flat Irons
Navajo Blankets,
ing upon this, we accepted the latter something
new and the best made
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
alternative and walked out.
Curtice Canned Goods,
just received at J. W. Malette's, No
apprentice
our
action,
"Noting
the
Colorado Lard and Meats.
avenue.
West
2
Kailroad
boys gathered about to ascertain the
o
reason for our action, and being acStatehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
GREAT
case,
of
with
quainted
the
the
facts
Houses at
""Hfc'll
pulled off their junipers and left
RKD OUK ADVEKTISEMENT.-ROSKNWALl- )
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI they
with us. .Some half dozen helpers did
imOS.
o
the Fame thing, while those remaining
are
sole
We
I ETA, N. M.
they
quit
aent for Wheeler &
would
rather
declared that
5
Wilson Bewing machines, the best on
than do boiler makers' work."
305
market.
Kailroad
being
Faher,
pon
Albeit
I
asked as to whether the the
boiler makers would stand by the ap- avenue.
;CHAS. MAUSARD,
o
prentices, who have no union of their
Doming
incorporated.
has
been
ist
owr., but who simply b truck in sympathy with the older men, the speaker
M.
Overshot the Mark.
replied: "Of course we will stay with
In buying our spring and summer
THE LARGEST AND BEST MILLS IN NEW MEXICO
them,
with
and
helpers
as
the
well.
goods this year we went too far and
Board and lodging $7.50 per week. Transportation of guests free of
FLOUR AND BRAN IN OAR LOTS A SPECIALTY
This is all we have to say.
We are overbought. In order not to have too
charge, from Glorietta and return. Located in the famous trout fishing secvery sorry that the present difficulties many
we
have
made
material
have been brought about, but the situa- price concessions, as indicated on the
$
tion of the Pecos forest reserve. For particulars address
tion was such as to make the step un- price tags in our big window. Simon
avoidable."
New Mexico: $
Stern, the Kailroad Avenue Clothier.
What action the company will take
Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS,
N. M.
in regard to the trouble can not be as- Subscribe ror The Daily Citizen
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cnce In the northern part of the city.
Consideration private. The home is
one of the prettiest In Silver City.
Mining matters in urant countv are
looking up and despite the unfavorable
condition of the metal market, the
present year (fives every promise of be
ing a most prosperous one In this important Industry.
The new time card on the local di
vision of the Santa Fe will go Into effect next Sunday. The Incoming train
will arrive in Silver City at 10:30 a. m.
Instead of 11:20 as at present, and the
outgoing train will leave at 6:40 p. m.
instead or 7:io.
Foley's Money and Tar is peculiarly
adapted for asthma, bronchitis and
hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Cdiismenics
condition.

cise.
Dr.

vorite

.......

makes weak women

for medical treatment.
The storm predicted by Hicks came
on time. There was snow, wind and
rain on Sunday and Monday. Tuesday
morning the high peaks of the Black
range were white with snow. Snow at
this time of the year Is a stumper to
the oldest inhabitant. So far as known
the fruit crop escaped damage.

and 6ick

women well. It does
this by healing the
womanly diseases
which undermine the
general health. It
stops the drains that
weaken women, heals
inflammation and ul
ceration and cures
female weakness.
" when I 6nrt

menced using
Pierce'

writes

Rtronjf,

com-

Doctor

AND

Saratoga Co., N. Y., I
was aulTerinfr from female weakness, a
drain, bearing-dow- n
paint, weak nai
reeling all the time. I dragged around in
that way for two years, and I began taking your
medicine. After taking 6rst bottle I began to
feel better. I took four bottles of Dr. Pierce's
of ' Golden Medical
Favorite Prescription, two
Discovery,' one vial of ' Pleasant Pellets,' also
used one bottle of Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy.
Now I feel like a new person. I can t thank
you enough for your kind advice and the good
Tour medicine has done me.
"I have a sister who Is taking your medicine
and it is helping her."

r

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets promote
regularity of the bowels, and assist the
No
action of "Favorite Prescription."
other laxative should be used with Dr.
Pierce's Medicines.
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Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.
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From the Record.
Mrs. John Sheridan and children
will leave shortly for a visit to the old
home at Paola, Kansas.
W. P. Cobean will leave for a trip to
Mansfield and other points in Ohio.
He will attend the marriage of his
cousin, Henry Parsons, and Miss Mabel Hanna at the senator's home In
Cleveland on June 16.
Dr. C. T. McClane received a letter
announcing the death of Miss May Van
Horn, which took place at Billings,
Montana, the early part of the week.
Miss Van Horn spent two years sacking health in Roswell and for a time
seemed to improve, but of late began
to fail.
It Is never safe to declare without
qualification what any body of men
are going to do, but we can give no
tlce to our readers now that the fair
proposition has almost reached the
point where we can be assured that
we will not only have a first class fair
this fall but each succeeding fall for a
number of years to come.
"It was almost a miracle. Burdock
Blood Bitters cured me of a terrible
breaking out all over the body. I am
very grateful." Miss Julia Fllbrldge,
West Cornwell, Conn.

j

SILVER CITY.

large number of witnesses
herd.
were examined and quite a large batch
of evidence written. Stuart was represented by Judge Sherry and George B.
Gllsson. and contestant was represent
ed by Lawyer Hartley.
Mrs. J. V. Cowan arrived from Las
Cruces to join her husband, Dr. Cowan,
here. Her niece, Miss Ira McFarlam.
accompanied her and will remain until
some time next week, when they Will
go to their home in Kingman, Kansas.
Dr. Cowan has rented the Rev.
property and will take possession about June 1.
Rev. Sprague Davis has been ap
pointed as the successor of Rev. Clyde
M. Gearhart. Mr. Davis will arrive and
occupy the pulpit of the Grace Methodist Episcopal church on Sunday morn
ing and evening, June 1. He Is a man
of superior ability and will be a valua
ble accession to Alamogordo. He has
had wide experience in mission fields
and comes thoroughly equipped for val
uable service. The church going peo-
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Neu-brough-

DR. KING'S NEW DISCOVERY
or Consumption. Coughs, Colds

'.

" WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies.

New Mexico Towns

the summer vacation.
Dr. O. H. Brown spent a short vaca
tion with his family at Major Van Pat
ten s mountain home last week. Miss
F. E. Blakesley accompanied them.
A Jolly mountain party composed of
Messrs. Sweet. Forrester, Brown and
Hunt and Mrs. Brown, the Misses
Sweet, Miss Ethrldge and Miss Combs
spent last Saturday and Sunday at Van
Patten s.
Some time ago the merchants of
LasCruces wanted to purchase a cheru
leal fire engine.
Subscriptions were
solicited and the engine was purchas
ed. It now transpires that some of
these subscriptions are still unpaid. It
is proposed to next week publish tne
list of those who have paid their sub
ecrlptlons. There is plenty of time yet
to pay before the list is published. Pay
up gentlemen.

(ESTABLISHED 18S.)

of Gansevoort,

makes Big Men
of Little Boys.

ROSWELU

nOORE

ABSTRACT8 OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RE8IDENT8

medicine,"
Mrs. George K.

Wilt Cure Consumption.
Herreu, r"iach. Ark., writes!
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. I know that it has cured conMrs. Akers, now located in her new
Kilted Piper on the Package
sumption in the first stages." Alvarado home, is prepared to fill all orders for
Pharmacy.
Home Made bread, cakes and pies.
Boston orown bread and baked beans
ALAMOGORDO.
delivered every Saturday morning.
Leave orders at Delaney's or old phone
From the News.
113.
Miss Claudle Taylor left for a visit
to Cloudcroft.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents,
o
Mrs. Jacob Snover, from Spring can
The Highland meat market sells
yon, is quite ill at the home of Mrs. R.
meat that you can eat. Call and be
P. Pope.
Rev. A. P. Morrison, presiding elder convinced.
of the Methodist Episcopal church,
If you want the Highland meat mar
f pent several days in Alamogordo.
ring up 130 Automatic or 5 Bell
Alamogordo Improvement company ket,
are working 125 men extending water phone.
mains.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Contest of homestead of F. B. Stuart
from the Roswell military Institute for was heard before Comissloner ShepTHOUSANDS 8AVED
A. A.

SCOTCH OATS.

'mmL.

Pre9criptka

strong

From the Advocate.'
Sign the petition praying for the con
tinuance of the Sunday mail service.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Knight and.Miss
Wiftiams drove over from Lake valley.
Robert Reay was down from King
ston the early part of the week. Mr.
Reav says he has all kinds of straw
berries this spring.
nob Collom returned from a trip to
New York City, Buffalo and other
points, where lie went In quest of medi
cal treatment, but received no satisfac
tion.
Mrs. V. H. Bucher returned from
Santa Fe accompanied by Robert and
Willard Hopewell. Mrs. Hopewell Is
In poor health and has gone to Denver tired

teeth hair, every element forJJ
growth and strength
no
other food gives so much as

Fa-

Tierce's

M.

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

The

womanly health must
be first restored, be
fore strength can be
developed by exer-

HILLSBORO.

Growing material, flesh
blood
bone
muscle

J.

Are a benefit to healthy women. But to
women whoare suffering from diseases
peculiar to their sex they are an injury.
When there is weak back or hearing-dow- n
pains, sideache or other indications
of womanly weakness, 'exercise caa
only aggravate the

1

We carry a full stock of Manltou, Apollinaras and Hunyadi waters;
cordials and bitters of every description. Agents for Lemps' St. Louis
beer, and also for Mt. Vernon Rye' Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
be found the finest assortment of liquors in the city.
t

and all THROAT AND LUnG TROUBLES.

his wonderful medicine Dositivelv
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
Bronchitis, Asthma, .Pneumonia,
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe,
Uoarsoness.boreThroatand Whooping Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
NO CURE. NO PAY.
HCE60c.snd$1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE
I Homestead Entry No. 6796.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the interior. Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 1, 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albuquer
que, N. M., on June 10, 1902, viz; Juan
Alderete, for the W NE. W4 SEV4

GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.
NEW TELEPHONE 265.

No. 107 S. First

St, Albuquerque,

N. M.
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From the Independent,
Silver City, July 4 and 5 "greatest ple will enjoy him.
Mutual Telephone 143.
show on earth.
Albuquerque.
CARLSBAD.
present
From
indications there will
be no special observation of Decora
Railroad Avenue and Second Street.
tion day in Silver City other than that From the Argus.
sec. 34, T. 9 N., R. 6 E.
The bass fishermen are now resting
of a holiday.
to
names
lolowlng
He
witnesses
the
Fish Warden prove his continuous residence upon
The. voting contest for the queen of from their labors.
the carnival to preside at the Fourth Wicker has Informed them that the and cultivation of said land, viz:
WHITE OAKS.
of July festivities was inaugurated last season is not yet opened and that they
Calletano Gurule, Calletano Alder
had better bide a wee.
week and Is already quite spirited.
ete, Manuel E de Acuna, of Escobosa,
Eagle.
From the
Owing to the indiscriminate slaugh N. m., ana Jose u. yuintana, oi
County Surveyor George R. Brown
aidu
W. C. McDonald and family were up left Sunday night for the Mlmbres. ter of song birds and the damage dono
querque, N. M.
from Carrizozo.
will commence the work of to trees by the boys with sporting In
where
he
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. Spence visited surveying the Grant-Luncounty line, cllnations. D. W. Tansill has decided to
Capitan.
Harry Martin last week purchased post the Heights property, warning
Messrs. Jamieson, Price, Hunt and the beautiful Mrs. V. H. Jack resld- - trespassers off the property under pen W. L.
CO.
Mrs. Mamie GrumbleB and family were
alty of the law.
up from Carrizozo and joined the
street,
Second
between
Railroad
and
H.
William
and
Miss Ola Watson
JUMPED ABOUT
school children in their picnic.
Copper avenue
Moses were united in marriage at the
Roof painting Is the order of the
residence of Mrs. M. E. Scoggins, Rev,
Until He Found the Right Food.
day. Almost every year a new paint
B. Gibbons officiating.
Mr. Moses Horses and Mules bought and exchange
H.
What a hades some people go is an employe
is recommended for the roofs, and ev
scouring
of
mill and
the
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
ery rain that follows demonstrates the through because their food does not the newly married pair will make this
Transfer Stables
supply the right kind of nourishment
. worthlessness or tne paint, lor trie wahome.
the body. Take the following for their
IN THE CITY
BEST TURNOUTS
ter finds a way. This year an altogeth to
going
that
rumor
a
about
is
There
er new mixture, which guarantees to example.
now
El
Blackmore,
of
F.
Thomas
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
A gentleman in Baltimore says:
turn the water into proper channels. "About
Albuquerque. N. M.
two years ago I began to ex Paso, but formerly a popular Carls
ha being used, and still we are hopeful.
contemplating
return
a
is
citizen,
bad
A storm of considerable proportions perlence a peculiar depression occa here to remain permanently and that
with pains in the back part of
visited this section Sunday night. A slonally
here the latter
down along the spine he and wife will beMany
heavy wind came from the west, ac my head and
part of this month.
friends will
my
Gradually
began
eyesight
fail
to
Mon
STEVE LALLING, Prop.
comoanied by rain, which toward
glad to welcome Tom and his estl
be
my
grew
memory
poor.
A
general
and
by
day morning turned to snow, and
wife.
mable
I
nervousness
set
in.
used
all
will
the
We handle the finest line of Liquor
daylight the ground was pretty tnor
Rex, the small son of Prof, and Mrs
7 sr- i
otiehlv wet. About three inches of power I could command to help myself H. E. Berner. had his arm broken just and Cigars. All patrons and frien'j
up
posigood
was
give
a
to
but
forced
snow fell and the thermometer sought
a
cordially Invited to visit the Iceberg.
and seek the advice of the family above the wrist, while playing with
the freezing point, but we have not tion
109-11He said
Couth acond street
and sent number of mates at the big canal just
heard of anyone losing fruit. The mois doctor.
for
nerve specialist. So for west of town. They were seining
ture will be of great benefit to stock on me to a greatI was
massaged and dosed fish in a headgate, and Rex, in attempt
four months
,lhe range.
"
'
s x"
with medicine, but all to no benefit; ing to walk over on one of the cross
i
bis arm
then I went to New York and consult- bars, slipped and fell, hitting
LAS CRUCES.
to
straps
used
iron
agatnst
one
of
the
.
He sent me to another
ed Dr.
Dealers In
great specialist, and he in turn sent work the gate. Dr. Whicher set the
From the Republican.
bones.
Monterey
broken
Mr. and Mrs. Browning, of
me to
Sanatarium where I
Wool,
Sheriff Stewart has appointed Jesse
Mexico, have presented Mr. and Mrs. stayed for a long time,
and
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Hope
for
deputy
the
Rascoe his
F. C. Barker with a grand child.
"it was the same old story. I was Badger
districts. It seems that the
V. E. Baker is figuring on putting in dosed with medicine and
massaged
Wheat, write to
a laundry, to be run by electricity soon
and bathed. Finally I left there and Indians of the Mescalero reservation
BELEN, N. M.
Proprietor.
BECKER,
own
JOHN
getting
off
continually
their
after he gets his electric light plant in- went to another specialist who told me are
WRITE FOR PRICES
I would only live a few months.
This range and Uncle Jesse is to be me
stalled.
braves
to see .that the
oincer
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Percv Barker, son of Mr. and Mrs. rather frightened me and 1 placed my. special
.
.
.
.
..
j.
i
i
Denave inemseives. u is a luruuicui
. He said the stomF. G. Barker, has now a confidential self under Dr.
1902
position with the Cananea Copper com- ach was at fault and probably I had charge, but Jesse Rascoe is just tne 1882
pany, and has c harge of the mercantile not been given the right kind of food. man to make a success of the job
Inauirv at the Pecos Irrigation com
"He put me on a certain line of treatdepartment business for that company
ment and insisted that I use three or pany office develops the significant fact
at Cananea.
each that the acreage under contract for Sole agents for casino and Ora brand
There has been quite a boom in real four teaspoonfuU of Grape-Nut- s
season, is 12.600 against
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention
estate here the past few weeks. Last meal. I was under his care for sev- water, this year.
Canned Goods. Dealers in
It will probably go
lota changed hands eral months. I steadily Improved un- 9,130, last
week ninety-threPure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
were bought by local people from the til now I am fully restored to both to about 13,000 acres before the sea
Staple and Fancy Groceries
son is over. This is the very best ev
New Mex'co Townsile company, two of mental and bodily vigor.
Albuqueraue Nw Mexico.
Street
214 8outh Second street.
501 North Flrt
"He explained to me that Grape-Nut- s irtence of all that the Carlsbad district Hlllsboro
them selling for $luo each.
on
Creamery
Best
Butter
both
prospering,
phosgrowing
goodly
and
portion of
is
contains a
A quiet but pretty wedding was that
earth
which took place at the suburban home phate of potash, a nerve and' brain city and country.
Free delivery
Judge J. O. Holt, for several years Orders solicited.
of Mr. nnd Mrs. A. S. Page, the high food, and that the food being partially
Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
contracting parties being Miss Sue An- digested the system could make use of a resident of Carlsbad and well know8
thony and Ross Brown. Rev. J. L. it easily. At any rate I got well and to evervbodv. died Tuesday night,
and Grain.
Sella, pastor of the Methodist church, both the doctor and myself know that the ranch of his oldest son. Brack
Detier In
,
near Midland. He was a pioneer of
made it possible.
performed the ceremony in the pres Grape-NutImported French and Italian
"1 sincerely believe that practically this southwest country and was about
ence of a lew intimate menus or
DEALERS IN
G3 years old. His son, Rom, summone
our
are
of
nervous
all
troubles
caused
couple.
young
doods.
the
by imperfect nourishment. It was for by wire, left with his wife for Midland
LIQUORS.
AND
GROCERIES
Sole atents for San Antonio Lime.
tunate for me that I could get such a on Wednesday Judge Holt was an
From the Progress.
You can use this honorable, big hearted man. without a
Mrs. L. L. Roberts, who has been food as Grape-Nuts- .
quite ill for the past week is now im- letter but don't publish my name enemy in the world, and his death i 208 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE,
free fiellrery to al parts of the city.
please." Name given by Pus turn Co., sincerely mourned by a very large ci
proving.
Telephone 247.
213, 215, 217 North Third Street
At.BUQUfc.RQUE, N. LI.
Sergeant Eugene Lohman la home Battle Creek. Mich.
cle of friends. ,
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damage done at the central office. Manager Clark reports his loss to be about

Failroad Topics
Firemen McKee and Fouch are taking a lay oft for a few days.
Wabash's gross earnings Increased
$19,290 for the first week In May.
Canadian Pacific Increased Its earnings for the first week of May
$204,-00-

Western's gross earnings
for the first week of May increased
Norfolk

$35,077.

&

,

Harry Shoup, a local machinist, has
gone to southern California for a visit
for a few weeks.
A. R. Quick, a Raton railroader, has
taken a ten days' leave of absence and Yuma Sunday. Phoenix Gazette.
gone to Ouaymas, Mexico, on a visit.
Byron Smith, engineer, has gone
No Loss of Time.
to Los Angeles to enjoy the ocean air I have sold Chamberlain's Colic.
for a few weeks. His run is out of
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
years, and would rather be out of cof
Chief Engineer Sumner, of the El fee and sugar than it. I sold five botIsland railroad, left
tles of It yesterday to threshers that
for Austin, Texas, on busi- could go no farther, and they are at
office.
ness connected with his
work again this morning. H.' R,
Monroe Howell, one of the freight Phelps, Plymouth, Oklahoma. As will
clerks, at the Clayton depot, sprained be seen by the above the threshers
his back very badly on a heavy lift, a were able to keep on with their work
few days ago and has been laid up for without losing a single day's time. You
should keep a bottle of this remedy In
several days.
Mrs. H. R. Nickerson, wife of the your home. For sale by all druggists.
o
general manager of the Mexican CenThere are In operation In the United
tral railway, with a party of friends, Slates
111 narrow gauge roads, genercame In from the north and left a few ally
of three feet measure, aggregating
hours later for the City of Mexico.
5,849
Mexico has
fourteen
George Brucklatcher, formerly of the narrowmiles;
roads, with 2.433 miles, and
local shops, departs Saturday night for Canada five lines, aggregating 1,107
Tampico, Mexico, where he will after miles, making a total of 130 roads,
arrival there, take the position of di- having 9,389 miles of main line, not
vision foreman of the Mexican Cen- Including sidings and spurs.
tral.
J. M. McQuade, Is In the city checkReveals a Great Secret. (
ing up the assistant general storekeepIt is often asked how such startling
Inventory
er, preparatory to the annual
cures, that puzzle the best physicians,
of stock. Mr. McQuade Is the travel- are effected by Dr. King s New Dising acountant of coast lines, with head- covery for Consumption.
Here's the
quarters at Los Angeles.
secret. It cuts out the phlegm and
mucus, and Jets the
J. D. Martin has resigned his posioxygen enrich and vitalize the
tion with the Palace bar, Raton, to
take effect June 1, when he will leave blood. It heals the Inflamed, cough-worHard colds
throat and lungs.
for Salt Lake C!ty, Utah, where he has
accepted a position in the train service and stubborn coughs soon yield to Dr.
King s New Discovery, the most Infal
running out of that city.
Some comparative figures of the lible remedy for all throat and lung
railways of the United States show diseases. Guaranteed bottles 50c and
$1.00. Trial bottles free at all drug
that the mileage was in 1830, 23 miles; gists.
in 1840, 2.818 miles; in 1850, 9.021
O
miles; in 1860, 30,626 miles: in 1870,
ways
a
are
for a railroad
of
There
lot
miles;
1880,
93.262
52,922 miles; in
In 1890, 166,654 miles; in 1900, 194,321 to save money. The Santa Fe has
miles; and the estimated addition of adopted a plan of starting fires In a
5,057 miles for 1901 brings the grand locomotive by means of crude oil at a
cost of 50 cents. The old way, by start
total to 199,378 miles.
ing a fire with kindling, cost about $1
Commencing Saturday, May 31. and and, took
more time.
during
the
Saturday
thereafter
each
El
Cloudcroft season, the
Don't Start Wrong.
Island route will run a special fast
Don't stort the summer with a lin
m.,
p.
and
gering cough or cold. We all know
train leaving El Paso at 1:15
arriving at Cloudcroft at 6:30 p. m. what a "summer cold" Is. It's the hardDining at the Lodge will be held until est kind to cure. Ofteen it "hangs on"
the arrival of this train. Return service through the entire season. Take It In
will leave Cloudcroft at 7:30 a. m.. ar- hand right now. A few doses of One
riving at El Paso at 12:45 p. m., eaca Minute Cough Cure will set you right.
Monday.
Sure cure for coughs, colds, croup,
grip, bronchitis, all throat and lung
Dangerous If
Absolutely safe. Acts at
troubles.
Burns, cuts and other wounds often once. Children like It. "One Minute
neglected
and Cough Cure is the best cough medicine
fall to heal properly if
become troublesome sores. DeWltt's I ever used," says J. H. Bowles, Grove-ton- ,
conWitch Hazel Salve prevents such
N. H. "I never found anything
sequences. Even where delay has ag- else that acted
quickly."
so safely
gravated the Injury DeWitt's Witch J. H. O'Rielly & Co.; B. H.and
& Co.
Brlggs
a
Haze! Salve effects a cure. "I had
running sore on my leg thirty years,"
The main shaft of the Gold Road
nays H. C. Tartly, Yankeetown. Ind. mine, Mohave county, Arizona, has
"After using many remedies, I tried De reached a depth of 380 feet. Machines
Witt's Witch Hazel Svlve. A few boxes are being used In shaft and drift's and
healed the sore." Cures all skin dis- big headway is now being made. The
eases. Piles yield to It at once. Be- ledge at the bottom of the shaft shows
ware of counterfeits. J. H. O'Rielly ft good ore and in the drifts the ore
Co.; B. H. Brlggs & Co.
chute Is unbroken. The mine never
o
looked better nor gave better promise
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
for the future.
To-pek- a.

Paso-Roc-

o

k

germ-infecte-

life-givin-

d

g

n

Paso-Roc-

k

Hotel Highland.
A. U. Morse and wife, Kansas City;
E. A. Ross. Phoenix. Ariz.; J. H. Dunn,
Winslow; Edward E. Levey, San Francisco; Upton Hays, J. R. Carpenter,
Las Vegas; Charles M. Brady, Dem-ing- ;
Henry Chapman, Las Vegas; J.
Rapaport, Kansas City; Oscar, Leffre-ln- g
and wife, Sabinal.
Alvarado.
Sol Luna and two, Los Lunas;

Vin-nl- e

Sperry, Gallup; B. Jeffry and wife,
Portland, Ore.; W. D. Jeffries, Salt
Lake; F. H. Mudge, Las Vegas; A. M.
Kring, J. A. Harlan, San Marclal; R.
M. Simons. Chicago; D. Biers. Indianapolis; M. P. Exlun, wife and baby, Dal-

Like a Drowning Man,
"Five years ago a disease the doc
tors called dyspepsia took such hold of
me that I could scarcely go," writes
George S. Marsh, well known attorney
of Nocona, Texas.
"I took quantities
of pepsin and other medicines but
nothing helped me. As a drowning
man grabs at a straw I grabbed at
Kodol. I felt an improvement at once
and .after a few bottles am sound and
well." Kodol Is the only preparation
which exactly reproduces the natural
digestive Juices and consequently is
tne only one which digests any good
food and cures any form of stomach
trouble. J. H. O'Rielly & Co.: B. H.
Brlggs & Co.

time manager of the Lnis F. Garcia mercantile
business in Clayton, has purchased a
rattle ranch on the line of Texas and
New Mexico, and is now engaged In
raising graded animals.
Mrs. L. Craig, who has been visiting
her sister, Mrs. Hartley, near this city,
lectured at the Methodist church. The
lady is a returned missionary from Calcutta. India, where she has spent a
number of years In trying to Christianize the benighted Hindoo. Her lecture
was very entertaining and

,
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and little children are very delicate and tender.
Mothers must not lo reckless lu tho use of physics
There ij only one gentle, perfect
safe medicine for baSies:
Infant.
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A Lesson In Health.
Healthy kidneys filter the Impurities
from the blood, and unless they do this
good health is impossible. Foley's Kidney Cure makes sound kidneys and
will positively cure all forms of kidney
and bladder disease. It strengthens
the whole system. Alvarado Pharmacy,
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Mamma tr5tc3 a CASCARET, babv pets the berefit. Isn't that pood
sense? The tweet, palatable Candy Cathartic Cascnret, eaten by th
her system and increases her flow
mirr.ins mother, r.ot only
of milk, but makes her milk mildly purgative. Baby gets the effect
di'nted nnd ra pr.rt of i: ter.lar, natural food; no violence no danger perfectly natural results. No more sour curds in baby's stomach,
no more wind, colic, restless rights.
for the Bowel. Alt drurrKu, ioc, tjc, joc. Never
u!d in bulk. Genuine tablet .tamped CCC. Guaranteed
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RATON.

From the Reporter.
Miss Ruby Gray has accepted & position at the Golden Rule Cash store.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Misses Ollie and Nellie Littrell are
MINING ENGINEER.
spending a few days with their Bister
in Springer.
V. V. CLARK,
Mrs. E. C. Browne, of Las Vegas,
who has been visiting with Mrs. C. N. West Gold avpnue, si.ouquerque, N. M.
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps-planBlackwell here, returned to her home
and reduction workB; mines and
Friday.
mining-- Investments; second hand mining
Misses Esther and Jessie and Master machinery; custom assaying and analysis
Joe Armstrong returned from the Fort
OSTEOPATHY.
Worth, Texas, university, where they
attended schoor the past term. Joe
Dr.
won the first medal in the military drill Port graduate of Conner.
Dr. A. T. Still's School
which occurred last Friday.
Osteopnthy.
of
Klrkvllle. Mo. Lung- trouW. A. Chapman returned home from ble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Whiting building, rooms 21 and
the Clmarronclto country, where he 23;Office,
Automatic telephone, 164.
assisted in the survey of the tract of
DENTISTS
land recently purchased by the
Mr. Chapman represented
E.
J.
Alger,
D. D. 8.
S.
the McCormick Interests and L.
ATtMIJO BLOCK, over llfeld Brothers.
Preston the Maxwell grant Interests.
8
a. m. to 12 p. m.; 1:30 p. m.
hours:
Lloyd Meador, son of W. B. Meador, Office
to 6 p. m. Autnrruxtlo telephone No. 62.
the blacksmith who lived here for a Appointments made by man.
number of years, came In from El DoLAWYERS
rado, Kansas. He will visit friends for
a few days and then leave for CaliforBernard 8. Rodey
nia. Lloydsays his father Is now reATTOR.siiT-AT-IAAlbuauerou. N
siding at El Dorado, having married M. Prompt- attention jriven to all buslneea
pertaining- to the profession, will pracagain.
In all courts of the territory and beMiss Alice Llllle and Wm. Kelley, tice
fore the United States land office.
of Raton, were married at the residence of the bride's mother,, Mrs. W. J.
a. M. Bond
42 P
N.
ATTORN
Moore, in East Raton. Rev. Burch perWashlnirton, D. C. Pensions, lands,
forming the ceremony. A large num- U,
patents,
pat
copyrights,
cavlats. letters
ber of relatives and friends were pres- ent, trade marks, claims.
ent and all partook of an elegant dinWilliam D. Lee
ner. The presents were many, useful
ATTORNET-AT-uAOlflce. room T
and beautiful.
N. T. Armljo building.
Will practice It
Sciatic Rheumatism Cured After Four all the courts of the territory.
teen Years of Suffering.
R. W. D. Bryan
Albuoueroue. N"I have been afflicted with sciatic M.ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice,
First National Bank bulldlnf
rheumatism for fourteen years." says
Josh Edgar, of Germantown, Cal. "I
Frank W. Clancy
was able to be around but constantly
rooms 2 and .
ATTORNRT-- a
building;, Albuquerque, N.M
Armljo
N.
T.
I
I
everything
could
suffered.
tried
try
to
hear of and at last was told
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, which I did ATTORNET-AT-LA- E. W. Dobson Office. Crora
and was Immediately relieved and in a well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
short time cured, and I am happy to
say It has not since returned." Why
John H. 8tlngle,
ATTORNET-AT-LACromwell block
not use this liniment and get well? It Albuquerque,
N. M.
is for Bale by all druggists.

to ere or your money back. Sample and booklet free.
Addrca Sterling kemedy Co., Chicago or Now York. Ml

$74 Through

s

Yellowstone Park
Leaves

Denver evening, June 30.

Park rrornlng, June 2.
Rate of $74 Includes railrcad fare from Denver' to the
park and back, stage transportation through fie park and
f
five and
days' board at the park hotels.
folder.
Write for
Arrive Yellowstone

one-hal-

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.

st-e- et.

z

o
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G. W. VALIERY, General Agent,

Mm
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DENVER.
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PHY8ICIAN&
Report has It that Mrs. John Kays'
Iron King mine, in Mohave county, Ari
Dr.
J. E. Bronson
zona. Is about to be sold at a good figlIomeODathlo Physician.
up
splend
In
Is
snowing
ure. The mine
Room 17.
Whiting Block,
id shape and the. Kingman Miner hopes
DR.
I.
SAYLIN.
Kay
report
is true. Mrs.
and tne
the
Physician and Surgeon.
members of her family have worked
Office. Snnta Fe Pacific hospital. Albu
property
long and hard to make the
querque, N. M. Private hours. 1 to II p. m.
what it is and they should have their Hospital pnones: Automatic, lit; oia

reward.
Traveling is Dangerous.
Constant motion jars the kidneys
which are kept in place in the body
by delicate attachments.
This Is the
reason that travelers, trainmen, street
car men, teamsters and all who drive
very much suffer from kidney disease
in some form. Foley's Kidney Cure
strengthens the kidneys and cures all
forms of kidney and bladder disease.
George H. Hausan, locomotive engin
eer, Lima, Ohio, writes: "Constant vi
bration of the engine caused me a great
deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I
got no relief until I used Foley s Kid
ney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
E. S. OBborn has sold his copper min
ing claims In the Grand Canyon of the
Colorado to eastern people. The price
for which the property passed is not
stated. Mr. Oslorn is the owner of
some of the best copper mines in the
Bill Williams Fork country, and at
present is working a force of men in
their development.
Wants Others to Know.
"I have used DeWitt's Little Early
Risers for constipation and torpid liver
and they are all right. I am glad to
indorse them for I think when we find
a good thing we ought to let others,
know it," writes Alfred Helnze, Quln-cy111.
They never gripe or distress.
Sure, safe pills. J. H. O Kleliy ft Co.;
r. H. Brlggs ft Co.o
The Bland Herald says: The reports
that have gone out regarding the dis
covery of a rich vein of opals in Per
alta canyon, have not been exagger
ated. The opals are there all right and
George West has Interested Colorado
capital in his find.
Stand Like a Stone Wall
between your children aud the tortures
of itching and burning eczema, scaia
head or other skin diseases. How?
whv. by using Bucklen's Arnica Salve
earth's greatest healer. Quickest cure
for ulcers, fever sores, salt rneura
cuts, burns and bruises. Infallible for
piles. 25c at all druggists.
The work of overhauling the Wood
bury mill and getting it in shape to be
run In progressing nicely, and quite a

las, Texas.
CLAYTON.
St urge' Eurosean.
H. Campbell, Flagstaff; T. H. Berry, From the Enterprise.
Mrs. J. C. Martinez Is visiting in
Topeka; E. W. Meyer, Los Angeles;
J. L. Edwards, El Paso; A. Patterson, Trinidad this week.
Ds Moines; Manuel Aragon, Lincoln;
Miss Clara Sawyer has been named
as principal assistant to Postmaster
F. W. Meyers, Gallup.
Menger.
Grand Central.
B. H. Beattle, from Sterling, Kansas,
Mary L. Neagle, Salt Lake City; C. has established himself in the
F. Jones, J. V. Smith, Las Vegas;
In Clayton.
Richard Price, Winterset, Iowa.
H. A. Canter has resigned his posi
tion with M. Herzstein, and will leave
Metropolitan.
in a few days for Las Vegas.
W. H. Laub, Cleveland. Ohio.
Joe and Simon Herzstein killed a
bull snake that was a whopper. They
What Thin Folks Need
Is a greater power of digesting and as brought it to town and it measured
similating food. For them Dr. King's nearly six feet in length.
Jack Presley, who recently sold out
New Life Pills work wonders. They
lien Peach, was in town with his
tone and regulate the digestive orgns, to
family.
He contemplates moving to
gently expel all poisons from the sys- Triniday
In a few shrdlu rVsoHvl, eta
tem, enrich the blood. Improve appe
In the near future.
tite, make healthy flesh. Only Zuc at Trinidad
Lightning played havoc with tele
all druggists.
phones on the west side. Fourteen or
California is said to have gained fifteen phones bad the Induction coils
There was no serious
some 14.000 population through the burned out.
adoption of a system of colgnist tick
ets by the transcontinental railways.
All the healing, balsamic virtues of
the Norway pine are concentrated in
force of men is now employed. George
Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup, nat
Bvron. who for nine years was fore
Ayer's Hair Vigor doesn't A.
ure s own remedy ior cougns ano coins
man cf the Graphic mine at Kelly, N.
Foley's Hoiiey and Tar contains no suddenly restore color to M , Is foreman of construction work at
the null, and is rapidly pusning tninps
opiates and can safely be given to chll
your gray hr.ir ; but gradually
island Herald.
dren. Alvarado Pharmacy.
0
back
co!or
comes
eld
the
We sell more shoes than all other
TWO YEARS.
You know the rea
combined.
stores
used
eclor
rich
it
all tha car!;,
son. Leon B. Stern.
Editor Pugh's Sentence for Falsifying
o
It ctops falling of
to
Government vouchers.
Tin, palvanized iron and coppei
Charles W. Push, editor and proprie the hair, too, and will often work. Albuquerque Hardware company.
tor of the Southwestern Stockman
Farmer und Feeder, is now an inmate make the h:ir grow to be
Bring in your tinware and have it
of the territorial penitentiary at luma very loiv; and heavy.
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com
undergoing a sentence of two years.
.
He was tried by the United States
" Ayer's Hair Vijor h certainly won- pany.
restored" V:s nturtl
court at Florence under an indictment derful. It hcharging him with defrauding the gov color to
gray hair and has made a
Mexican drawn work In endless va
Miss Emma rLty at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
ernment. while acting as stock enum
splendid rev prowth."
erator of the census bureau. He falsi Ca'.der, Ncv Yori City,
avenue.
fled and padded his accounts, and for tl. 1U
Lowell. Msm.
r,
J. C A'.T
inJiX
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
that offense an indictment was found
-s

Only Safe Medicine for Babies.

$75.
C. M. Sanchez, for a long

against him In the northern part of the
territory, but was acquitted at Prescott
at the last term of court.
There were four Indictments against
him at Florence, hut he was only tried
on one. There are said to be Indictments for the same offense In other
parts of the territory and one hanging
over him in California.
Puga gave notice of appeal, but decided to begin serving his sentence at
once as he would have to lay In the
county Jail for some time until the supreme court met and In case of conviction would get no credit for the time
he served in Jail. He was taken to

7

pnone, hi.

Business Qoening, $5,000.
Here Is a chance tor some one to
purchase a well established and very
profitable business In a first class mining town in Arizona at a bargain. It is
about a 15.000 proposition, including
fine up to date stock, three lots, large
storeroom with cellar, stable
dwelling house, finely furnished, etc.;
monthly sales, $2,750; mostly cash;
terms easy; death of wife and child of
proprietor reason for selling. At a
glance it will be seen 'hat this is a rare
chance to make an exceptionally good
Investment.
For full particulars and
terms, address or see H. S. Knight at
five-roo-

once, Albuquerque,

THE CLUB WOMEN
FROM GEORGIA
SOUTH CAROLINA, KANSAS,
OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN TERRI
TORIES, DESIRE TO EXPRESS THEIR
APPRECIATION OF THE THOUGHTFUL CONSIDERATION AND COURTESY SHOWN THEM, ALL
THE EMPLOYES OF THE SANTA FE FROM THE
CONDUCTOR TO THE PORTER HAVE VIEO WITH EACH
IN
ANTICIPATING ALL THEIR NEEDS, AND IN
OTHER
RESPONDING TO THEIR WISHES.

;

REBECCA DOUGLAS LOWE, President Gen'l Fed. Women's Clubs.
CAROLINE D. G. GRANGER, President Georgia Federation.
LORA ROCKWtILL PRIDDY, Director G. F. W. C.
LOUISA B. POPPENHEIM, President South Carolina Federation.
MRS. SELWYN DOUGLAS, President Okla. and Ind. Ter. Federation.

et04KeeOe
SHIP YOUR
BEARRTT

served.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

New Mexico.

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF

greatest breeding region in the south
west and cattle men all know this. ,
Curtains! Curtains! Curtains!
We are showing up to date lace curtains in Brussels net, Irish point, Arabian net, Nottingham, Bobblnet and
muslin. Albert Febar, 205 Itallroad
1

avenue.

HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.

First-clas-

1

1

o

We make the best door and window
screens. They are far superior to any
made In the east at the same price.
Alliiiqjerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.
o

Investments in Deming lots
doubb and treble in one year.

will

s

work done and satisfaction guaranteed
prices.
Please write us for
0

esCe

L. H. SHOEMAKER,
West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank.

205
s

o

Deming ships over 100,000 head of
cattle annually; is the center of the

Pullers and Tanners,

Wool

o

BADARACCO'S SUMMER GARDEN
Just North of tha City Limits.
Open day and night. Bar supplied
with best of liquors and cigars and ice
cold bottled beer. Ball and concert
every Saturday evening, and concert
every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
free to visitors. Lunches Berved. Gar
den has swings and nice shade trees.
Everybody invited and good order pre

BK

TO

o

MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and a able work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
II. Q. MAURINO.
o

ppmlCR will be tfie prsit smelter
center. Two large plants will be In-

stalled within the year.
o

Notice.
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders, 5 cents up, 1X1 North First

street.

The Union

Market

New k Second Hand Furniture

Stoves and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty.
Furniture stored and packed for
Highest prices paid for
shipment
second-banhousehold goods.
.

207

West Gold Avenue.

(L:

d

-

'A

JACOB SILVA & CO.,
Dealers

In

7

8AN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.

THE REST HU1LDINO STONE IN
HEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE

J

BIO BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE, WM. GOETTING & CO, Proorletora.
BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.

TIMK WELL
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT. ROriENWALD BROS.
o
Pemtng!
Don't overlook it if you
are looking for a sale and paying in- TITLE TO GOVERNMENT LAND
vestment.
ACQUIRED CHEAPLY WITHOUT
RESIDENCE OR OCCUPATION.
iit'ARANTEED SILK GLOVES, 00
CENTS PER PAIR. ROSEN WALD
FOR
FULL PARTICULARS ADBROS.
DRESS
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
JOHN D. ACKERMAN,
o
Periling water and pure ozone make Land Attorney, 606 Montgomery St,
San Francisco, Cl.
stroug and healthy people.
IT WILL

PELTS TO

j3ROS. & CO

Sausage making a specialty.
Homestead Entry No. 7004.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior Land
Office at Sauta Fe, N. M., April 28,
1902.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of bis Intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the United
A.
States commissioner at East View, N.
FIRE INSURANCE
M.. on June 7, 1902, viz: Juan Chaves
y Gavaldon, for the SWU. sec. 24, T. 6
N.. R. 6 E.
Secretary Mutual Buildlnjr issociatlcn
He names the following witnesse
Dfflce st J. -- .. daldrid;e's Lvnber V o to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose Manuel Montoya, of Chilill, N.
In ofexlcan drawn work we are
showing a big assortment.
Albert M., aud Isidoro Perea, Carplo Apodaca
and Juan Jose Montoya, all of Torreon,
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
N. M.
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
ROSEN WALD BROS.
Register.

E.

WALKER

THE ALM7QUERQLE DAILY CITIZEN
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
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R. H. Oreenlenf is arranging a fishing trip to the upper Pecos.
.
See Newcomer's window and then

Many
Women

select your graduating presents.
H. Campbell, a well known citizen of
Flagstaff, is here on special business.
The Albuquerque Browns have accepted the challenge of the El Paso
base ball team and will play a game in
the Pass City on Sunday, June 8, to
dedicate the new Washington park.
E. J. Fuller and wife of Washington,
D. C, have returned to the city after a
sojourn of a few weeks in southern
California. They will remain here a
few days and then proceed to the national capital.
All Workmen, members of the local
lodge and visiting brethren, are requested to meet at the hall at 8:45
Friday morning to participate tn the
Memorial day parade. Pitt Ross, Mas-

RELIABILITY!

THURSDAY MAY 2J 1902

Are made nervous and irritable by the pinching and cramping of ill fitting shoes. Such women should lose no time in
becoming acquainted with

"Queen Quality

Harry Jenks, who arrived here yesterday from the copper camp of the
Copper company, expects to
leave in a few days for Bland, where
he will take charge of the company's
tunnel proposition.
V. V. Clnrk and wife left on the delayed passenger train this morning for
the Cochitl mining district. Mr. Clark
has some important work to perform
at the Woodbury camp, near Bland,
and will be absent from the city for

WE DO NOT HUNT FOR HIGH SOUNDING WORDS TO ADVERTISE
OUR SHOES, BUT STATE PLAIN FACTS. WE WISH IT DISTINCT-LUNDERSTOOD THAT YOU CAN IMPLICITLY RELY ON WHAT
WE SAY. WE MAKE MISTAKES AND SOME OF OUR SHOES
WILL GO WRONG, BUT ALL WE ASK IN SUCH A CASE IS TO BE
INFORMED SO WE CAN MAKE SATISFACTORY
SETTLEMENT.
AS TO OUR PRICES WE GUARANTEE THEM TO BE AS LOW AS IS
CONSISTENT WITH GOOD QUALITY.
YOU CONSIDER THIS
SQUARE DEALING AND HAVE NOT YET TRADED WITH US,
JUST GIVE US A TRIAL.

Jura-Tria-

HE FEEDS ON

The better the food the better Is the
man that eats It. A man who wishes
to be healthy will buy his foods where
he knows he will get them pure and
high grade, and our reliability in this
Our canned
line is unquestioned.
goods are the best made; our cereals
and breakfast foods from the choicest
kernals, and our fancy and staple
goods are without a peer.

J. L. BELL

& CO.

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second SL

Oxfords and Slippers

Low cut shoes are popular for Bummer-wear.
We have them in all the
styles and shapes, light or heavy soles.
Ladles' black kid sandals, new line,

to $1.75.
Ladles' black vlcl, Louis and opera
heels, $1.50 to $3.00.
Misses' spring heel oxfords and
2
to 6, $1.50 to $1.75.
Full line of men's Oxfords, $1.75 to
$1.25

Ban-dai-

s,

$4.00.

T. MUENSTERMAN.
CITY NEWS.
Demlng, the gateway to the beat
art of Old Mexico.
Window shades tn all colors and

widths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Mexico.

'

Fresh Cut Flowers.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
In Demlng another good hotel la

needed to accommodate the enormous
Increase of population.

McKay sewed, hand turn or extension
soles. Prices run from $1.15 to $3.50.
Oo not fail to inspect them at C. May's
Popular Priced Shoe Storo, 208 West
"
Railroad avenue.
company
can
sell you
Wbltson Music
pianos that have been sold In the territory for twenty years. People know
the quality of their goods. They are
the genuine articles. No imitation.
Payments only $10 per month.
In Demlng the aemand for rental
houses is five times in excess of the
supply.
READ
OUR ADVERTISEMENT
FOR TAILOR MADE SUITS ROSEN-WALBROS.
o
In Demlng you can buy lots for $100
which will pay you 100 per cent In less

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
EOSENWALD BROS.
Have you seen our swell line of oxfords and slipppers? We show them
in canvas, vlcl kid, patent kid and patent leather, wirh low or French Keels, than twelve months.

ONE WEEK MORE

Of our special bonus sale, our twentieth anniversary In the city.

OUT
CUTIT WILL
THIS
PAY YOU

Thousands of distressed and aching feet have found rest and comfort in "Queen Quality'
Shoes. They're modeled on scientific lines so that while being "as easy as an old
shoe" they fit without a wrinkle and pleases the eye with their pretty curves.

s

This boot is called the
44

some time.
In a letter to William Couloden from
Los Angeles, John Couloden gives the
information that Mrs. Harry Johnson,
wife of the architect, died In that city
a few days ago from cancer of the

A MAN IS WHAT

(SUute

Kibo

Patent

Smart"

At

One-fift-

PER

The
Society Girl.

77
M

I

H

t

...

T!V,Sw

I

The Low Cuts are $2.
this store exclusively.

50

H

Trade mark
IS BRANDED
0N EVERY

Dull Top
Light Sohs,
High Military Heel.
Exact Reproduction of thU Style Shoe.

MEN.
FOR
SELTZ
SHOES
of
same
as Queen Quality
Means

does for women. We have
merit
the
standard
the whole line, and we stand behing every pair of them A new p2ir if any shoe
goes wroug. On sale at our store exclusively.

lay-of- f

Misses' and Children's Good Shoes, a full line.

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
i
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New 'Phone

Old 'Phone

opooooooooooooooooooooooocoexxxx

152

59.

1. W. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night.
,

Price

Reductions!

Calls are

promptly attended to.

I

Also Sell Monuments

Office and parlor- -

is

ft

in N. Second

it

X

5

Telephone Service

8

8
g

YOU WANT?

0

QUICK AND RELIABLE!

H

COLORADO TELEPHONE Q
Q
mND TELEGRAPH CO.

g THE

g

Being overstocked on Clothing we have

marked down prioes on a great many of
our Men's and Boys Suits in order to g

Stimulate Business
FOR $10.00 we are selling good business suits well worth $12.00 to

rO

MONEY TO LOAN

On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.
A. H. inNOW,
today superintending certain work at
the local depot. He states that the 209 South Second street, tew doors
Rio Puerco was a raging stream yesnorth of vestofflee.

CENT

$13.50.

FOR $12.00 we are selling nobby spring suits, usuaally sold

at $15X0.

FOR $14.00 we are selling some excellent worsted suits, worth $16.50.
FOR $15.00 we are selling dress suits, usually quoted

at

$18.00.

FOR $3.00, former $4.00 trousers are marked down to $3.00.
FOR $4.00, former $5.00 trousers are marked down to $4.00.
FOR $3.00 we are selling boys' suits, 3 to 14 years size, worth $4.00.
FOR $5.00 we are selling

suits marked

$6.50.

WE HAVE NO OLD STOCK TO UNLOAD AND THESE PRICES
APPLY TO THIS SEASON'S GOODS ONLY.

h

one-fift- h

Ppp

one-fift- h

50Os)0000000000Q

-

-
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;'':. Summer

SONS
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Furniture

o .;.
:
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WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses

E.

PLUMBERS

L WASHBURN.

MISa M. C. FLEMING,
216 South Second street.

Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Fresh Clams 30c pint. San Jose

Market.

201-21- 1

N.

Third St.

ooooooooooooc

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
AND TINNERS.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

South First street.
'Phones: Aut.

7

:

,

Company

WHOLESALE HARDWARE

v

I I

R. R. Ave. Clothier

SIMON STFRNrThe

Underwear

I

r

N,.

33.QO

terday and last night. It empties into
the Rio Grange near La Joya, and for GENTLEMEN!
several hours it sent a powerful stream
Our selection of oyer two thousand
of water down the latter river.
spring samples, comprising all the
George Haynes, the Santa Fe Pacific
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
brakeman, who was Injured recently at
suitings, fancy Testings, overcoats
Cubero, Is out and mingling with his
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
many railroad friends. While making
your inspection. Our tailoring and
a couple on pile drive at Cubero.
styles are unexcelled and the prices
the price of any Cash Purchase at our store during the month
Haynes got badly squeezed, which retalk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
of May. Everitt, the Diamond Palace, Railroad Av. Diamonds 15 per ct.
215 South Second street.
suited in his collar bone being broken
on the left Bide and three ribs frae
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
Our goods are marked in plain figures and are as low as same can be pur. tured. It was a narrow escape from
chased anywhere. Cut out coupon. It wilt pay
purchase price of being crushed to death, and he Bays his and electric light system under
any article in our store. Think over this. You select a watch, a diamond, a diminutive size saved him from death.
teaspoon, anything, and this coupon will pay
of the price.
Street Commissioner Tlerney is de
termined to have the streets, alleys
THE DIAMOND PALACE
and back yards of residences cleaned
iJ. J- J. , Leading Jewelers, Railroad Avenue.
up before the excessive hot weather
sets In. He was noticed yesterday
0.W-STR0NG
with his carts and force of men over In
giving
this
ward,
Third
and
the
after
to know what smartly dressed men wear
"If you want
ward a thorough cleaning he will move
hit season, ask to tee Stein J loch C lothes."
bis working force to another ward and
'.IIU
I .
O r
lT '.--- .
keep up the good work until all the
wards of the city have been cleaned
of rubbish, tin cans and the unneces1 sary accumulation of sand.
All the old time favorites, who for
bo long have composed the Drowns and
kept the championship for Albuquerque, will he seen in tomorrow's ball
:s
We quote a few of the many
game. They have been playing for a
great many years and kuow how to
styles of lightweight underwear
-Z
play the game. Admission, 50 cents,
we
now
which
have
men:
for
ii
HM
F
including grand stand.
v.- A nice white Balbrlggan suit
o
v-of underwear, only $1.00.
g
A fine French Balbrlggan suit
Large gray clams direct from Mary
of underwear, only $1.50.
land In our patent shipping cases, price
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
Fancy Balbrlggan (very swell)
30c pint, eight varieties tine fresh fish
suit of underwear, only $2.50.
tomorrow. San Jose Market.
A NEW CAR OF THE LATEST
o
A fine fancy Lisle Thread suit
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
of underwear, only $3.50.
FURNITURE, BOTH STAPLE
s
Closing Out Sale.
A fine Lisle thread (black)suit
Beginning with Wednesday, May 28,
of underwear, only $2.50.
I will sell my stock of millinery at cost.
AND
NOVELTY
GOODS.
UNION SUITS, $1.25 to $2.50.
A fine line of elegantly trimmed hats,
asfine bare straw hats and a lovely
BOYS' REX CALF SHOES,$1.50
EVERY KIND AND EVERY
sortment of trimmings.
Everything
WALKOVER
SHOES
MEN
FOR
will go for exactly what It cost. I am
1
X
.
going to quit business.
' " " "
'
PRICE.
CALL AND SEE IT.
1
ONLY $3.50.
O
V.

20

Kid.

The entire upper is of the famous Kibo Kid.
lets are "fast colors" never turn brassy,
are very flexible.

stomach. The Johnsons resided in this
city for a number of years.
The postofflce will observe Memorial
day tomorrow. The general and carrier's windows will be opened from 10
to 11 o'clock a. m. The banks will close
all day; likewise the barbers. The
latter will keep open until 9:30 o'clock
tonight to accommodate barber customers.
Mrs. F. J. Wendell will leave In a few
days for Los Angeles, where she will
sit friends for several months. Mr.
In
Wendell expects to get a
uly, and will Join his wife In southern
California and after a stay of a week
or ten days there will accompany his

ife home.
'
Mrs. John O. Albright is still quite
111,
and it is feared that, before she
secures any permanent relief, she must
go to a lower altitude. She was re
ported quite well a few days ago, nut
has evidently Buffered a relapse. The
art gallery, however, has not suffered,
and a competent man is in charge.
Bert Semple, chief clerk In the up
town ticket office of the Santa Fe, at
El Paso, came in from the Pass City
this morning, and will visit "bum" C.
Hall for a couple of days, after
which he will continue to Missouri
where he will enjoy a vacation of a
few weeks with relatives and, friends.
The Albuquerque Browns have not
Bolicited one cent this year, and have
reason to expect a large crowd: to be In
attendance at tomorrow's ball game.
No focal games have been charged for,
and 50 cents should not be considered
too much for a game with a crack visit
ing team. Game called at 3 o clock
.,
.,
,.
harp.
William Thomas and wife,, see Miss
Gertrude Schald, who were joined
in marriage at Gallup the other even
ing, are in the city, and have taken
rooms at the Thomas home on S. Sec
ond street. Last night, a party of
friends called on the newlyi;wedded
couple and congratulated them. In. the
.,:
most approved fashion.
The pupils of the Harwood indus
trial home and school are leaving for
their respective homes throughout the
territory. Misses Apperson and Bartholomew, with a number of the pupils.
were at the depot, and ten of the scholars left for the north on the delayed
No. 2 passenger train. Forty will go
south and west to their homes tonight
J. A. Harlan, the superintendent of
buildings and bridges on the Rio Gran
de division of the Santa Fe, came in
from the south this morning and is

WW

The Famous Shoe For Women.

ter Workman.

ji

9

Albuquerque, N.
24S; Bell, 85.

In Demlng good sale loans can b
had at better rates than in the old es
tablished towns.
o
STOVE REPAIRS.
.

Borradalle

& Co.,
117 Gold Ave.

Ruppe's dru
every night

store open all night

PIONEER BAKERY
First

Btro&t

BALLING BROJ., Proprietors.

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we

guarantee
baking.
First street, A'buquerque, N.
first-clas-

207 8.

s

M,

